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GEOGRAPHY.

Position and extent. The Edgemont quadrangle 
embraces the quarter of a square degree which 
lies between parallels 43° and 43° 30' north lati 
tude and meridians 103° 30' and 104° west longi 
tude. It measures approximately 34 i miles from 
north to south and 25i miles from east to west, and 
its area is about 871 square miles. It comprises 
the western half of Fall River County, S. Dak., 
with a strip of Ouster County on the north and 
a little of Sioux County, Nebr., on the south. 
The northeastern portion of the quadrangle lies on 
the slopes of the Black Hills, but the larger part 
of it belongs to the Great Plains, although these 
plains are lower here than in the greater part of 
adjoining portions of Nebraska and Wyoming. 
The district is crossed by South Branch of Chey 
enne River and it all lies within the drainage 
basin of that stream.

Being part of the Black Hills and the Great 
Plains, this quadrangle illustrates many features 
of both, and a general account of these provinces 
will be given before the detailed description is 
presented.

GREAT PLAINS PROVINCE.

General features. The Great Plains province 
is that part of the continental slope which extends 
from the foot of the Rocky Mountains eastward 
to the valley of the Mississippi, where it merges 
into the prairies on the north and the low plains 
adjoining the Gulf coast and the Mississippi 
embayment on the south. The plains present wide 
areas of tabular surfaces traversed by broad, shal 
low valleys of large rivers that rise mainly in the 
Rocky Mountains and are more or less deeply cut 
by narrower valleys of the lateral drainage. 
Smooth surfaces and eastward-sloping plains are 
the characteristic features, but in portions of the 
province there are buttes, extended escarpments, 
and local areas of badlands. Wide districts of 
sand hills surmount the plains in some localities, 
notably in northwestern Nebraska, where sand 
dunes occupy an area of several thousand square 
miles. The province is developed on a great 
thickness of soft rocks, sands, clays, and loams, in 
general spread in thin but extensive beds sloping 
gently eastward with the slope of the plains. 
These deposits lie on relatively smooth surfaces of 
the older rocks. The materials of the formations 
were derived mainly from the west and were 
deposited, layer by layer, either by streams on 
their flood plains or in lakes and, during earlier 
times, in the sea. Aside from a very few local 
flexures, the region has not been subjected to 
folding, but has been broadly uplifted and 
depressed successively. During earlier epochs the 
surface was even smoother than at present. Owing 
to the great breadth of the plains and their rela 
tively gentle declivity, general erosion has pro 
gressed slowly notwithstanding the softness of the 
formations, and as at times of freshet many of the 
rivers bring out of the mountains a larger load of 
sediment than they carry to the Mississippi, they 
are now locally building up their valleys rather 
than deepening them.

Altitudes and slopes. The Great Plains prov 
ince as a whole descends to the east about 10 feet 
in each mile from altitudes approaching 6000 feet 
at the foot of the Rocky Mountains to about 1000 
feet above sea near Mississippi River. The alti 
tudes and the rates of slope vary considerably in 
different districts, particularly to the north, along 
the middle course of Missouri River, where the 
general level has been greatly reduced. West of 
Denver the central plains rise to an altitude of 
6200 feet at the foot of the Rocky Mountains, and 
maintain this elevation far to the north along the 
foot of the Lararnie Mountains. High altitudes 
are also attained in Pine Ridge, a great escarp 
ment that extends from near the north end of the

Laramie Mountains eastward through Wyoming, 
across the northwest corner of Nebraska, and for 
many miles into southern South Dakota, Pine 
Ridge marks the northern margin of the higher 
levels of the Great Plains, and presents cliffs and 
steep slopes descending a thousand feet into the 
drainage basin of Cheyenne River, one of the most 
important branches of the Missouri. From this 
basin northward there is a succession of other 
basins with relatively low intervening divides, 
which do not attain the high level of the Great 
Plains to the south. It is in this lower portion 
of the plains that the Edgemont quadrangle is situ 
ated.

Drainage. The northern portion of the Great 
Plains above described is drained by the middle 
branches of Missouri River, of which the larger 
members are Yellowstone, Powder, Little Mis 
souri, Grand, Cannonball, Moreau, Cheyenne, Bad, 
and White rivers. On the summit of Pine Ridge 
not far south of the escarpment is Niobrara River, 
which rises in the midst of the plains some dis 
tance east of the northern end of the Laramie 
Mountains. To the south are the Rio Grande, 
Platte River with two large branches heading far 
back in the Rocky Mountains, and Arkansas River, 
which crosses the plains to the southeast and 
affords an outlet for the drainage from a large 
watershed of mountains and plains. Between the 
Rio Grande and the Arkansas are Cimarron River 
and numerous smaller streams heading in the 
western portion of the plains. Between Arkansas 
and Platte rivers is Republican River, rising near 
the one hundred and fifth meridian, and an ex 
tended system of local drainage in eastern Kansas 
and Nebraska.

THE BLACK HILLS.

General features. In western South Dakota 
and eastern Wyoming a small group of mountains 
known as the Black Hills rises several thousand 
feet above the plains. Having abundant rainfall, 
it constitutes, through its vegetation and streams, 
an oasis in the semiarid region. The hills are 
carved from a dome-shaped uplift of the earth's 
crust, and consist largely of rocks which are older 
than those forming the surface of the Great Plains 
and which contain valuable minerals. The length 
of the more elevated area is about 100 miles, and 
its greatest width is 50 miles. The hills rise 
abruptly from the plains, although the flanking 
ridges are of moderate elevation. The salient 
features are an encircling hogback ridge, consti 
tuting the outer rim of the hills; next, a continuous 
depression, the Red Valley, which extends com 
pletely around the uplift; then a limestone plateau 
with infacing escarpment; and, finally, a central 
area of high ridges culminating in the precipitous 
crags of Harney Peak at an altitude of 7216 feet. 
Two branches of Cheyenne River nearly surround 
the hills and receive many tributaries from them.

The central area. The central area of the 
Black Hills comprises an elevated basin, eroded in 
crystalline schists and granite, in which scattered 
rocky ridges and groups of mountains are sepa 
rated by park-like valleys. The wider valleys 
are above the heads of canyons of greater or less 
size, which become deeper and steeper sided as 
they extend outward to the northeast, east, and 
south.

The limestone plateau. The limestone plateau 
forms an interior highland belt around the central 
hills, rising considerably above the greater part of 
the area of crystalline rocks. Its western portion 
is much more extensive than its eastern and is 
broad and flat, sloping gently downward near its 
outer margin, but being level near its eastern inner 
side, which presents a line of cliffs many miles long 
and often rising 800 feet above the central val 
leys. It attains altitudes slightly more than 7000 
feet, in places - almost equaling Harney Peak in 
height, and forms the main divide of the Black Hills.

The streams which flow down its western slope are 
affluents of Beaver Creek to the southwest and of 
the Belle Fourche to the northwest. Rising in 
shallow, park-like valleys on the plateau, they sink 
into deep canyons with precipitous walls of lime 
stone, often many hundred feet high. The lime 
stone plateau extending southward swings around 
to the eastern side of the hills, where, owing to the 
steeper dip of the strata, it narrows to a ridge 
having a steep western face. This ridge is inter 
rupted by water gaps of all the larger streams in 
the southeastern and eastern portion of the hills, 
which rise in the high limestone plateau, cross the 
region of crystalline rocks, and flow through 
canyons in the flanking rocks of the eastern side 
to Cheyenne River. All around the Black Hills 
the limestone plateau slopes outward, but near 
its base there is a low ridge of Minnekahta lime 
stone with a steep infacing escarpment from. 40 
to 50 feet high, surmounted by a bare, rocky 
incline which descends several hundred feet into 
the Red Valley. This minor escarpment and slope 
is at intervals sharply notched by canyons, which 
on each stream form a characteristic narrows or 
"gate."

The Red Valley. The Red Valley is a wide 
depression that extends continuously around the 
hills, with long, high limestone slopes on the inner 
side and the steep hogback ridge on the outer side. 
It is often 2 miles wide, though it is much narrower 
where the strata dip steeply, and is one of the 
most conspicuous features of the region, owing in 
no small degree to the red color of its soil and the 
absence of trees, the main forests of the Black 
Hills ending at the margin of the limestone slopes. 
The larger streams flowing out of the hills gen 
erally cross it without material deflection, and 
between divides which are usually so low as to give 
the valley the appearance of being continuous, but 
in its middle eastern section it is extensively choked 
with Oligocene deposits.

The hogback rim. The hogback range consti 
tuting the outer rim of the hills is usually a 
single-crested ridge of hard sandstone, varying in 
prominence and in steepness of slope. At the north 
and south and locally along the middle western 
section it spreads out into long, sloping plateaus. 
It nearly always presents a steep face toward the 
Red Valley, above which the crest line rises several 
hundred feet, but on the outer side it slopes more 
or less steeply down to the plains that extend far 
out from the Black Hills in every direction. The 
hogback rim is crossed by numerous valleys or 
canyons, which divide it into level-topped ridges of 
various lengths. At the southern point of the 
hills Cheyenne River has cut a tortuous valley 
through the ridge for several miles, and the Belle 
Fourche does the same toward the northern end of 
the uplift.

EDGEMONT QUADRANGLE.

The Edgemont quadrangle in its northeastern part 
presents some of the characteristic features of the 
Black Hills, while in its southern portion the 
topography is typical of the Great Plains. Chey 
enne River is near the line of division between 
the two portions. North of the river lies the hog 
back which marks the limit of the Black Hills and 
which is succeeded on the north by the Red Valley. 
Still farther north, not far from the northern mar 
gin of the quadrangle, is the Minnekahta limestone 
slope, with its low north-facing escarpment, and 
finally, near the northeast corner of the quad 
rangle, is the beginning of the long inner plateau 
of the Black Hills dome. South of the river the 
country is mainly rolling prairie, broken fey two 
lines of low cliffs.

The rocks are horizontal for very short distances 
only. The general dip is southerly, so that the 
higher and younger formations outcrop successively 
to the south, and the greatest elevations are found 
in the northern part of the quadrangle, where

the older and harder rocks outcrop. The normal 
slopes, however, have been so modified by erosion 
that the lowest points are not toward the south but 
in the central and eastern parts, along Cheyenne 
River, to which all the other streams of the quad 
rangle are tributary.

The lower slopes of the Black Hills are charac 
terized by bare rocks and generally thin soils. The 
rocks of the quadrangle have, therefore, a marked 
influence on its topography, the three chief factors 
governing the physiographic development of the 
region being the hardness, the attitude, and the 
thickness of the formations.

The quadrangle includes a considerable part of 
the southern portion of the Black Hills dome, the 
axis of the uplift passing a little east of and nearly 
parallel to a north-south line through the center of 
the quadrangle. Normally the rocks west of the 
axial line have a comparatively low dip, while those 
east of it are inclined at a somewhat greater angle. 
This simple structure is modified by minor folding 
which has caused local variations in the dip. 
Most of these minor folds have steep westerly and 
low easterly dips, and are roughly parallel to the 
main Black Hills axis. The most important fold 
occurs in a low dome more than 20 miles in 
length, near the eastern margin of the quadrangle.

While the main Black Hills dome and the minor 
folds have had a marked effect on the development 
of the physiographic features, they did not have so 
great an influence as the character of the rocks. 
There is no structural break corresponding to the 
marked contrast in the topography north and 
south of Cheyenne River, and since the Black 
Hills structure does not cease with the hogback or 
the Cheyenne, but continues unbroken over the 
entire quadrangle, the changes in topography must 
be ascribed to differences in the character of the 
rocks.

Relief. The rocks of the quadrangle vary 
greatly in hardness, ranging from extremely soft 
shale and chalk to resistant quartzite, and the 
topographic forms are due largely to alternation of 
harder and softer layers. The softer rocks, espe 
cially where they occur between the more resistant 
formations, are characterized by valleys, while the 
harder strata tend to form uplands or ridges. If 
the hard rocks are underlain by a softer formation, 
mesas bordered by abrupt cliffs are formed when 
the strata are horizontal or nearly so, and "hog 
back" ridges result when the beds are inclined.

Here, as in general elsewhere, the softer the 
rocks the slighter the topographic contrasts; so 
in areas of clay and shale the divides are low and 
the valleys open and shallow. On account of the 
slight relief the thickness of the formation does 
not have much effect upon the topographic 
features. Where a soft formation is unusually 
thin, as in the case of the Fuson, which occurs 
between the hard and thick Dakota and Lakota 
formations, the resulting valley is insignificant. 
Where the dips are low, as in the main Dakota 
hogback, erosion at the horizon of the Fuson 
formation has resulted in the development of a 
bench at or near the top of the Lakota formation, 
which is separated from the plateau surface by a 
cliff of the Dakota sandstone with the Fuson for 
mation in its lower slope. Where the dips are 
steep, as in the sharp hogback just south of Cascade 
Springs, the erosion of the Fuson rocks has devel 
oped a notch in the ridge near and parallel to its 
summit.

On the other hand, the harder the rocks and the 
thicker the formation the greater the topographic 
contrasts. The valleys are deeper and narrower, 
and the slopes are more abrupt. The Dakota and 
Lakota formations, which are the hardest rocks of 
the quadrangle and the thickest of the hard forma 
tions, give rise to by far the most prominent feature, 
the hogback ridge which limits the Black Hills 
and which contains the highest points within the 
quadrangle. The other comparatively resistant



formations are not thick, and their erosion has 
resulted in features which lack the prominence of 
those in Dakota and Lakota areas.

The Dakota rocks are the most resistant in the 
quadrangle and give rise to the most prominent 
and the most rugged topographic forms. They 
are characterized by a prominent hogback ridge 
extending in a broken line diagonally across the 
quadrangle. The direction of the ridge and the 
steepness of its slopes toward the Graneros shale 
vary with the dip and strike. The slope of that 
side of the hogback facing the Graneros shale 
conforms very closely to the dip. It is long and 
gentle where the dip is low, as in the northwest and 
northeast limbs of the Chilson anticline, but short 
and steep where the dip is high, as in the narrow 
ridge west of Cascade Springs. This surface of 
the hogback has been more or less eroded, so that 
in general lower beds in the series are exposed 
with the ascent of the slope. The transition from 
one bed to the next below is marked in some cases 
by a more or less abrupt cliff, facing away from the 
Graneros trough. As has already been indicated, 
such cliffs are generally due to the occurrence of a 
soft rock beneath a harder one, and here they are 
most characteristic of the basal beds of the Dakota 
formation, which are separated from the Lakota 
rocks by the soft Fuson formation.

On the side toward the Red Valley the hogback 
is bordered by an abrupt cliff ranging from about 
250 to about 800 feet in height, the upper and 
steeper portions composed of Dakota or Lakota 
sandstone, the lower slopes being cut from the 
softer rocks of the Morrison, Unkpapa, and Sun- 
dance formations. This slope of the hogback is 
more or less notched by drainage lines, being most 
irregular northwest of Chilson Canyon, where it 
has been deeply cut into by the streams of Chilson, 
Red, and Craven canyons and their tributaries. 
Except where the dips are steep, the valleys of the 
southern slope of the Dakota hogback are long, 
deep, narrow, and steep walled. In the case of 
those which head in the hogback the steep walls 
continue around their upper ends, forming box 
canyons. The maximum height of the canyon 
'cliffs is over 900 feet, this height being noted 
just west of Matias Peak; many of the valleys are 
from 300 to 600 feet in depth. The more impor 
tant streams head far up the slope, near the cliff 
facing the Red Valley, and in only four places 
in the quadrangle have streams cut entirely 
through the ridge in Red and Chilson canyons 
and at two points south of Cascade Springs. 
Where soft underlying formations have been cut 
into by the streams, the canyons, though still 
narrow, are widened considerably. This is well 
shown in Falls, Hell, Red, and Craven canyons.

Between Chilson arid Alabaugh canyons the im 
portant drainage lines have a constant southeasterly 
course, giving rise to a series of long, finger-like 
ridgfes. West of Chilson Canyon the drainage is 
less regular. Just west of the lower part of Red 
and Craven canyons is a slightly dissected area 
with nearly parallel drainage down the Dakota 
slope. Aside from this there appears to be no 
regular direction of the stream courses, some of 
them flowing with the dip and others following in 
a general way the strike.

Drainage. From the valley of Cheyenne River, 
which is the main stream of this quadrangle, the 
general surface rises both to the north and to the 
south. These general slopes, as well as the depres 
sion between them, have been developed through 
erosion by the Cheyenne and its tributaries. While 
the course of Cheyenne River is on the whole 
independent of the structure and hardness of the 
rocks, there are local adjustments of the stream to 
these. Thus across the Edgemont quadrangle the 
greater part 'of its valley is developed in the soft 
Graneros shale, and the evidence seems to show that 
the stream has followed this formation for a long 
time, gradually working southward down the 
Dakota slope as the shale was removed. In parts of 
its course the Cheyenne has developed meanders, 
especially in the eastern half of the quadrangle. 
Some of them have been entrenched in the hard 
Dakota and Lakota sandstones, and southeast of 
Edgemont and near tbe eastern margin of the 
quadrangle gorges several hundred feet in depth 
have been formed. Cutting along the outer margin 

rof the meanders has tended to widen the gorge to 
a greater or less extent.

The main tributaries of the Cheyenne, both 
north and south, are on the whole independent 
of structure, flowing with the general slope of the 
surface, and for the most part across the strike of 
the rocks. Occasionally, however, they show local 
modifications due to structure or to variation in the 
hardness of the rocks.

In contrast to the more important streams the 
minor drainage lines of the quadrangle are depend 
ent for their general direction mainly on the 
structure and hardness of the rocks. In the areas 
of harder rocks e. g., the Dakota hogback and the 
Minnekahta limestone the streams tend to follow 
the surface slopes, or the direction of the dip; in 
the areas of softer rocks, on the other hand  
e. g., the Pierre shale and the Graneros shale  
they tend to follow the strike. This latter tendency 
is due to variation in the resistance of the beds to 
erosion, and consequently is least pronounced 
in the more nearly homogeneous of the soft or 
moderately resistant rocks, such as the Spearfish 
shale.

The general tendency of streams is to follow the 
contact between soft rocks and underlying harder 
rocks. In the area northwest of Edgemont, where 
this tendency is illustrated, the drainage down the 
Dakota slope is tributary to the northwest-southeast 
valleys thus formed. Where erosion along this 
contact has been sufficiently vigorous, a well-defined 
channel is found in the Dakota sandstone at the 
edge of the shale. A good example of this is seen 
in the canyon just west of Bennett Canyon. This 
cutting has occasionally followed the same line 
even after erosion had removed the shale, and the 
contact is found farther southwest, down the 
Dakota slope. This interpretation largely accounts 
for the irregularity in the direction of the drain 
age in the Dakota hogback northwest of Edge 
mont, many of the lines parallel to the Dakota- 
Graneros contact representing stream courses along 
earlier lines of contact when the shale extended 
higher on the Dakota slope. Small gravel-covered 
shale areas on the Dakota surface up to 700 feet 
above Cheyenne River and bordering some of the 
canyons parallel to the present Dakota-Graneros 
contact, tend to confirm this view.

It seems probable that the streams in Red and 
Craven canyons at one time flowed southeastward, 
through the valley northwest of Sheep Canyon, into 
what is now Chilson Canyon, and for most of their 
course originally followed the Dakota-Graneros 
contact. This conclusion is based partly on the 
relations of certain stream gravels on the uplands 
between Chilson and Red canyons, and partly also 
on the character of the open valley connecting 
Sheep Canyon with the next valley to the north 
west. This connecting valley, which drains both 
ways into Sheep Canyon and into the valley to 
the northwest has a depth at the divide of more 
than 150 feet, and is far too large to have been 
formed by its present stream. The present drain 
age relations were brought about by the diversion 
of parts of the stream between Chilson and the 
mouth of Craven Canyon to courses steeper and 
more direct to Cheyenne River.

It is probable that in the same way a further 
diversion will occur at some future time and that 
the stream north of Ghilson will reach Cheyenne 
River through Sheep Canyon instead of through 
Chilson Canyon as at present. The reasons for 
this belief are as follows: The pass west of Chil 
son is only a little above the valley floor at Chil 
son; the average grade from the bench mark,in 
this pass to Cheyenne River at the mouth of 
Chilson Canyon is about 60 feet to the mile, 
while from the same point to Cheyenne River at 
the mouth of Sheep Canyon it is nearly 140 feet 
to the mile; finally, the ridge forming the divide 
between Chilson and Sheep canyons has already 
been cut nearly through by the short eastern trib 
utary of Sheep Canyon.

Timber. The forests of the Black Hills do not 
extend as far south as the Edgemont quadrangle, 
but there is a scattered growth of pine on portions 
of the Dakota hogback, the Minnekahta limestone 
slopes, and the Minnelusa sandstone hills. The 
prevalent species is the Rocky Mountain pine 
(Pinus ponderosa], which often attains a diameter of 
a foot or more. A few scattered pines also occur 
in the Graneros shale area north of Argentine, 
east of Edgemont, between Plum and Pine creeks, 
and north arid east of Maitland. Cottonwoods

and some other deciduous trees grow along the low 
flats bordering Cheyenne River, and Pass, Hat, 
Red Canyon, Moss Agate, and Indian creeks.

Settlement. The Edgemont quadrangle is very 
thinly settled. The land is mostly public and 
devoted to grazing. Edgemont is the principal 
town. Cascade Springs is a small settlement. 
Ardmore is a small railroad town. Rumford, 
Provo, Marietta, Argentine, and Minnekahta are 
railroad sidings with station houses. Maitland, 
Jones, and Eckard are ranch houses with post- 
offices. Ranches are scattered over the country at 
varying intervals and are mostly located in the 
larger valleys where water is available. There 
are several along Cheyenne River below the mouth 
of Plum Creek, on Hat and Ash creeks, and in 
the Red Valley about Minnekahta and eastward.

GEOLOGY.

GEOLOGIC HISTORY.

General sedimentary record. The rocks appear 
ing at the surface within the limits of the Edge 
mont quadrangle are of sedimentary origin that 
is, they were deposited by water. They consist 
of sandstone, shale, limestone, sand, loam, and 
gravels, all presenting more or less variety in 
composition and appearance. The principal mate 
rials of which they are composed were originally 
gravel, sand, or mud, derived from the waste 
of older rocks, or chemical precipitates from salty 
waters.

These rocks afford a record of physical geography 
from middle Carboniferous time to the present, 
and other sediments which underlie them extend 
the record back into the Cambrian period. The 
composition, appearance, and relations of strata 
indicate in some measure the conditions under 
which they were deposited. Sandstones ripple- 
marked by waters and cross-bedded by currents, 
and shales cracked by drying on mud flats, are 
deposited in shallow water; pure limestones suggest 
clear, open seas and scarcity of land-derived sedi 
ment. The fossils which strata contain may 
belong to species known to inhabit waters that 
are fresh, brackish, or salt, warm or cold, muddy 
or clear. The character of the adjacent laud may 
be shown by the character of the sediments derived 
from its waste. The quartz sand and pebbles of 
coarse sandstones and conglomerates, such as are 
found in the Lakota formation, had their original 
source in the crystalline rocks, but have been 
repeatedly redistributed by streams and concen 
trated by wave action on beaches. Red shales and 
sandstones, such as make up the "Red Beds," 
usually result directly from the revival of erosion 
on a land surface long exposed to rock decay and 
oxidation and hence covered by deep residual soil. 
Limestones, on the other hand, if deposited near 
the shore, indicate that the laud was low and that 
its streams were too sluggish to carry off coarse 
sediments, the sea receiving only fine sediment and 
substances in solution. The older formations 
exposed by the Black Hills uplift were laid down 
from seas which covered a large portion of west- 
central United States, for many of the rocks are 
continuous over a vast area. The land surfaces 
were probably large islands of an archipelago, 
which was in a general way coextensive with the 
present Rocky Mountain province, but the periph 
eral shores are not even approximately deter 
mined for any one epoch, and the relations of land 
and sea varied greatly from time to time. The 
strata brought to view by the Black Hills uplift 
record many local variations in the ancient geog 
raphy and topography of the continent.

Cambrian submergence. One of the great events 
of early North American geologic history was the 
wide expansion of an interior sea over the west- 
central region. The submergence reached the 
Rocky Mountain province in Cambrian time, and 
for a while the central portion of the Black 
Hills remained as one of the islands rising above 
the waters. From the ancient crystalline rocks 
streams and waves gathered, and concentrated sands 
and pebbles, which were deposited as a widespread 
sheet of sandstone and conglomerate on sea 
beaches, partly in shallow waters offshore and 
partly in estuaries. Abutting against the irregu 
lar surface of the crystalline rocks which formed 
the shore are sediments containing much local 
material. Subsequently, the altitude being reduced

by erosion and the area possibly lessened by sub 
mergence, the islands yielded the finer grained 
muds now represented by the shales that occur 
in the upper portion of the Cambrian in some areas. 
In many regions the land surface of crystalline 
rocks was buried beneath the sediments.

Ordovician-Devonian conditions. From the close 
of Cambrian to the beginning of Carboniferous time 
the Black Hills area presents a scanty geologic record, 
the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian being absent 
in the south, and only a portion of the Ordovician 
being present in the north. This is probably 
because there was an extensive but very shallow 
sea, or land so low as to leave no noticeable evi 
dence of erosion. Whether it remained land or 
sea, or alternated from one to the other condition, 
the region shows no evidence of having undergone 
any considerable uplift or depression until early 
in Carboniferous time, when there was a decided 
subsidence, which established relatively deep-water 
and marine conditions, not only over the Black 
Hills area, but generally throughout the Rocky 
Mountain province.

Carboniferous sea. Under the marine condi 
tions of early Carboniferous time there were laid 
down calcareous sediments which are now rep 
resented by several hundred feet of nearly pure 
limestone, the greater part of which is known as 
the Pahasapa limestone. As no coarse deposits 
occur, it is probable that no crystalline rocks were 
then exposed above water in this region, although 
elsewhere the limestone, or its stratigraphic equiva 
lent, was deposited immediately upon them. In 
the middle part of the Carboniferous the condi 
tions were so changed that fine sand was brought 
into the region in large amount and deposited in 
thick but regular beds, apparently with much cal 
careous precipitate and more or less ferruginous 
material. The presence of the iron is indicated by 
the color of many beds of the Minnelusa forma 
tion, the oldest formation occurring at the surface 
in the Edgemont quadrangle. Minnelusa deposi 
tion is believed to have been followed by an uplift, 
which appears to have resulted in ponding saline 
water in lakes, in which accumulated the bright- 
red sands and sandy muds of the Opeche forma 
tion. The Minnekahta limestone, which is the 
next in sequence, was deposited from sea water, 
and its fossils show with a fair degree of certainty 
that it is a representative of the latest Carbonif 
erous, or Permian, time. It was laid down in thin 
layers, but to a thickness now represented by only 
40 feet of limestone, yet very great uniformity 
of this formation over the entire Black Hills area 
is an impressive feature, probably indicative of 
widespread submergence.

Red gypsiferous sediments. At the close of the 
epoch represented by the Minnekahta limestone 
there was a resumption of red-bed deposition, and 
the great mass of red shales constituting the Spear- 
fish formation was accumulated. These beds prob 
ably were laid down in vast salt lakes that resulted 
from extensive uplift and aridity. The mud accu 
mulated in thin layers to a thickness of 500 feet, 
as is now attested by the formation, and it is so 
uniformly of a deep-red tint that this is undoubt 
edly the original color. This color is present not 
only throughout the extent of the formation but 
also through its entire thickness, as shown by 
deep borings, and therefore is not due to later or 
surface oxidation. Either the original material of 
the sediments was red or it was colored during 
deposition by the precipitation of iron oxide. At 
various times, which were not the same for all parts 
of the region, accumulation of clay was inter 
rupted by chemical precipitation of comparatively 
pure gypsum in beds ranging in thickness from a 
few inches to 30 feet, and free from mechanical 
sediment. It is believed that these beds are the 
products of evaporation during an epoch of little or 
no rainfall and consequently of temporarily sus 
pended erosion; otherwise it is difficult to under 
stand their nearly general purity. It has been 
supposed that the Spearfish red beds are Triassic, 
but there is no direct evidence that they are of this 
age, and they may be Permian. Their deposition 
appears to have been followed by extensive uplift 
without local structural deformation, but with gen 
eral" planation and occasional channeling, which 
represents a portion of Triassic time of unknown 
duration and was succeeded by the deposition of 
later Jurassic sediments.



Jurassic sea. In the Black Hills region the 
Jurassic was a period of varying conditions, shallow 
and deep marine waters alternating. The materials 
are nearly all fine grained and indicate waters with 
out strong currents. In the southeastern Black 
Hills region some of the earliest deposits are thin 
masses of coarse sandstone, indicating shore condi 
tions, but generally there is shale lying directly on 
the Spearfish red shales, which was deposited in 
moderately deep water. Upon this shale is ripple- 
marked sandstone, evidently laid down in shallow 
water and probably the product of a time when 
sedimentation was in excess of submergence, if 
not during an arrest of submergence. The red 
color of the upper part of the medial sandy series 
in some portions of the Black Hills appears to show 
a transient return to arid conditions similar to those 
under which the Spearfish formation was laid down. 
An extensive marine fauna and limestone layers in 
the upper shales of the Sundance formation indi 
cate that deeper water followed. After this stage 
changed conditions gave rise to fresh-water bodies, 
probably through widespread uplift. The first 
product was the thick body of fine sand of the 
Unkpapa sandstone, now a prominent feature along 
the eastern side of the Black Hills, but thinner or 
absent elsewhere.

Cretaceous seas. During the Cretaceous period 
deposits of various kinds, but generally uniform 
over wide areas, gathered in a great series, begin 
ning with such as are characteristic of shallow 
seas and estuaries along a coastal plain, passing into 
sediments from deep marine waters, and changing 
toward the end to fresh-water sands and clays with 
marsh vegetation. The earliest deposits constitute 
the Morrison formation, a widespread mantle 
of sandy shales, which is absent to the southeast, 
although probably originally deposited there to a 
greater or less thickness and then removed by 
erosion in consequence of the uplift which initiated 
the next epoch. The extent of this degradation is 
not known, but it has given rise to a general 
erosional unconformity at the base of the Lakota 
sandstone, the next succeeding deposit. The 
materials of this formation consist mainly of coarse 
sands spread by strong currents in beds 30 to 40 
feet thick, but includes several thin partings of 
clay and local accumulations of vegetal material. 
Next there was deposited a thin calcareous series, 
represented by the Minnewaste limestone, but 
apparently it was laid down only in a local basin 
in the southern portion of the Black Hills. Over 
this was spread a thin but widely extended sheet of 
clays of the Fuson formation. After the deposition 
of these clays there was a return to shallow waters 
and strong currents, as in Lakota times, and 
coarse sands of the Dakota formation were accumu 
lated. At the beginning of the Benton there 
was everywhere in the region a rapid change of 
sediment from sand to clay.

During the great later Cretaceous submer 
gence marine conditions prevailed, throughout the 
Benton, Niobrara, and Pierre epochs, and several 
thousand feet of clay were deposited. In Benton 
time there were occasional deposits of sand, two 
of them in the later part of the epoch, that were 
general over the greater part of the Black Hills 
region, and one, earlier, that was local and pro 
duced the lenses of sandstone which are now 
found in the vicinity of Newcastle northwest of 
this quadrangle, and elsewhere. Another marked 
episode was that which resulted in the general 
deposition of the thin Greenhorn limestone in the 
middle of the Benton sediments. The clay of 
Benton time was followed by several hundred feet 
of impure chalk, now constituting the Niobrara 
formation, and this in turn by over 1200 feet of 
Pierre shale, deposited under very uniform condi 
tions. The retreat of the Cretaceous sea corre 
sponds with the Fox Hills epoch, during which 
sands were spread in an extensive sheet over "the 
clay beds, arid resulted in the development of 
extensive bodies of brackish or fresh water, which 
received the sands, clays, and marsh deposits of the 
Laramie. Whether the two last-named groups of 
sediments were deposited over the area now occu 
pied by the Black Hills is not definitely known, 
but it is possible that they were, as they are 
upturned around two sides of the uplift.

Early Tertiary mountain growth. The Black 
Hills dome developed early in Tertiary time or 
possibly in latest Cretaceous time to a moderate

Edgemont.

height, and the larger topographic outlines of 
the region were established before the Oligocene 
epoch, the dome being truncated and its larger 
old valleys excavated in part to their present 
depths. This is indicated by the occurrence in 
them of White River (Oligocene) deposits, even in 
some of the deeper portions. Where the great 
mass of eroded material was carried is not known, 
for in the lower lands to the east and southeast 
there are no early Eocene deposits nearer than 
those of the Gulf coast and Mississippi embayment 
and those of the Denver basin.

Oligocene fresh-water deposits. Oligocene depos 
its were laid down by streams and in local lakes, 
and finally covered the country to a level now far 
up the flanks of the Black Hills. Erosion has 
removed them from most of the higher regions 
where they formerly existed, especially along the 
western side of the hills, but in the vicinity of 
Lead small outliers remain at an altitude of over 
5200 feet, and on the north end of the Bearlodge 
Mountains they are a thousand feet higher. In 
many places on the slopes of the uplift there is 
clear evidence of superimposition of drainage due 
to a former capping of Oligocene formations.

Later Tertiary mountain growth. Following 
the Oligocene epoch the dome was raised several 
hundred feet higher and was more extensively 
eroded. No representatives of the succeeding Loup 
Fork group the Arikaree and Ogalalla formations 
 have been discovered in the immediate vicinity 
of the Black Hills, but they are extensively 
developed in Pine Ridge to the south and remain 
on the high buttes to the north, in the north 
western corner of South Dakota. There was 
probably slow but continuous uplift during the 
Loup Fork epoch, and materials were contributed 
by the higher slopes of the Black Hills at that 
time, but whether the formations ever were depos 
ited in the immediate vicinity of the hills has not 
been ascertained.

Quaternary uplift and erosion. During the 
early portion of the Quaternary period there was 
widespread denudation of the preceding deposits, 
and many of the old valleys were revived, with 
much rearrangement of the drainage, which, on the 
eastern side of the Black Hills, was caused mainly 
by increased tilting to the northeast. This rear 
rangement has caused several streams superimposed 
upon the Oligocene deposits to cut across old 
divides, in some cases connecting a valley with its 
next neighbor to the north. Such streams flow 
southeastward for some distance in pre-Oligocene 
valleys and then turn abruptly northward into 
canyons of post-Oligocene| age, leaving elevated 
saddles which mark the southeastward course of 
the old valleys. Some of the offsetting in the 
present drainage has been largely increased by 
early Quaternary erosion and recent stream 
robbing.

There was apparently still further uplift in late 
Quaternary time, for the present valleys, below the 
level of the earlier Quaternary high-level deposits, 
seem to be cut deeper than they would be in 
simply grading their profiles to the level of Mis 
souri and Cheyenne rivers. Wide, shallow valleys 
have developed in the soft deposits, and canyons of 
moderate extent and depth in the harder rocks. 
Erosion has progressed without aggradation in the 
main, but in some cases, with the shifting of chan 
nels, there have been accumulations of local depos 
its on small terraces at various levels.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BOCKS.

The strata coming to the surface in the Edge 
mont quadrangle have a, thickness of about 5000 
feet, and comprise limestones, sandstones, and shales, 
of which the general characters are given in the 
columnar section sheet.

CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM.

Minnelusa sandstone. The lowest formation 
exposed in the Edgemont quadrangle, the Minne 
lusa sandstone, appears in its northeast corner and 
at intervals in the anticline that extends north 
of Cascade Springs. Near the northern margin 
of the quadrangle the formation outcrops in a 
broad region of rolling hills and ridges, but to 
the south it passes beneath the Opeche formation 
and Minnekahta limestone and is exposed for some 
distance in the narrow canyons of Hot Brook and 
its numerous branches, as far west as the Deadwood

branch of the Burlington and Missouri River Rail 
road. There is also a small exposure in a branch 
of Red Canyon at the northern margin of the 
quadrangle, west of the railroad. The exposures 
north of Cascade Springs are in small canyons cut 
into the steep western flank of the anticline. In 
the high cliff rising above the railroad track in the 
center of the anticline crossed by Hot Brook there 
is one of the finest exposures of the formation in 
the Black Hills, comprising somewhat more than 
two-thirds of it. The outcrop shows in its upper 
part brilliant-colored, massive sandstones and in 
its lower part buff and gray sandstones, with 
several beds of limestone and bright-purple clays. 
The upper sandstones are brilliant red, brown, 
orange, and, in certain layers, bright yellow, and 
are surmounted by the dark-red Opeche sandstone, 
which is capped by purplish-gray Minnekahta 
limestone. Some of the beds are tinted partly by 
staining from the overlying strata, but several of 
the sandstones are colored throughout. The thick 
ness exposed is 376 feet, comprising the following 
strata:

Section of Minnelusa sandstone on Hot Brook, South Dakota.

Feet.
Red Opeche sandstone at top.
Gray limestone............................... 10
Soft red sandstone............................ 20
Limestone breccia, red to buff matrix ....... 15
Yellow arenaceous limestone................. 15
Red limestone........................ ...... 5
Yellow arenaceous limestone................. 5
Red arenaceous limestone....... ............ 5
Gray limestone breccia, red matrix.......... 15
Red sandstone................................ 25
Greenish-gray limestone...................... 5
Soft red sandstone............................ 50
Gray limestone............................... 10
Red sandstone................................ 10
Gray sandstone............................... 10
Red sandstone................................ 6
Red shale........................ ............ 30
Pale-red sandstone, thin coaly shale partings 20
Light-buff and gray sandstones............... 15
Breccia....................................... 3
Reddish-gray sandstone...................... 25
Green shale................... ............... 1
Gray to buff sandstone....................... 12
Black shale................................... 2
Light-buff, soft sandstone.................... 15
Dark shale................................... 2
Soft white sandstone......................... 15
Gray calcareous sandstone with coaly shale

partings.................................... 30

Total............. ............... 376

The section comprises about two-thirds of the 
formation, which is about as much as is exposed 
in this quadrangle in the wide area of outcrop to 
the north. The uppermost layer is a nearly pure 
limestone, in which, in an adjoining canyon, the 
fossils Productus semireticulatus and Chonetes (?) 
were discovered. The formation has not else 
where yielded fossils, but these suggest that the 
age, of its upper beds at least, is Pennsylvanian. 
In its unweathered condition many of the Minne 
lusa beds contain much carbonate of lime, as may 
be seen in borings from deep wells in various 
portions of the Black Hills. The lime weathers 
out near the surface and porous sandstone remains.

Opeche formation. The Opeche formation is a 
series of soft red sandstones, mainly thin bedded 
and containing variable amounts of clay, which 
lies between the Minnelusa sandstone and the 
Minnekahta limestone. Owing to its softness, its 
outcrop is usually marked by a shaly slope below 
the steep cliff of the limestone. It is extensively 
exposed along the canyons of Hot and Cold 
brooks, rising on the high anticline in the gorge 
of Hot Brook, and it outcrops in numerous can 
yons cut in the slopes of the Minnekahta limestone 
westward to beyond the railroad to Deadwood and 
southward along the west flank of the anticline at 
intervals nearly to Cascade Springs. The top 
of the formation, for the first few feet below the 
Minnekahta limestone, consists of shales, which 
invariably have a deep-purple color, and the basal 
layers are red sandstones, varying in thickness 
from 4 to 15 inches. Along the northeastern mar 
gin of the quadrangle the thickness averages 115 
feet, with purple shale at the top, 50 feet of red 
sandy clay beneath, and at the bottom 60 feet of 
deep-red sandstone in beds 1 to 4 feet thick, with 
red shale partings. The age of the Opeche for 
mation has not been definitely determined, as it 
has yielded no fossils, but it is provisionally assigned 
to the Permian for the reason that it is so closely 
associated with the overlying Minnekahta limestone, 
which was probably deposited in that epoch.

Minnekahta limestone. The Minnekahta lime

stone, formerly known as the "Purple limestone," 
is prominently exposed in the Black Hills, but in 
this quadrangle it occupies only a limited area 
in the northeast corner, extending from Cascade 
Springs to Red Canyon Creek. It averages only 
50 feet in thickness, but through its hardness 
gives rise to prominent topographic features, being 
usually exposed on wide dip slopes and in trans 
verse escarpments. It contains numerous sink 
holes and caves. Owing to its thinness it is cut 
through by all but the smallest streams, producing 
many canyons, which are noticeable features in the 
ridge south and southeast of Jones station. In 
these canyons and along its inner margin the lime 
stone generally presents nearly its entire thickness 
in a characteristic vertical cliff. Ordinarily it is 
massive in appearance in cliff faces, but on close 
examination is found to consist of thin layers, dif 
fering slightly in color. On weathering it breaks 
into slabs, usually 2 to 3 inches in thickness. 
The color as a whole is light gray, but there is 
always a slight pinkish or purplish tinge, from 
which the name "Purple limestone" originated. 
When broken the limestone gives a characteristic 
bituminous odor. Its composition varies some 
what, mainly in the percentage of magnesia, which 
is usually present in considerable proportion, and 
of clay, which is a constant ingredient. An analy 
sis of a typical sample from Cascade Springs, made 
by Mr. George Steiger in the laboratory of the 
United States Geological Survey, is as follows:
Analysis of Minnekahta limestone from Cascade Springs,

S. Dak.
Per cent. 

Lime (CaO)................................. 31.51
Magnesia (MgO) ............................ 19.85
Alumina, iron, etc. (A1 3 O S , Fe 3 O 3).......... .36
Water (H 8 O)... ......~..................... 1.25
Carbon dioxide (CO 8)...................... 44.66
Sulphur trioxide (SO,)...................... .07
Silica (SiO 2)................................. 1.12
Manganese, soda, and potash . ............. none

Total.

In the region north and northeast of Minnekahta 
station this formation dips generally to the south- 
southwest at a very moderate angle, and from Cas 
cade Springs northward it rises over a prominent 
anticline with steep dips on its western flank. 
Through its course there are frequent local varia 
tions in the amount and direction of dip, as the 
limestone is a thin, relatively hard bed of homo 
geneous rock lying between masses of softer red 
beds, and consequently was much affected by local 
conditions of pressure. The thinnest layers are 
often minutely crumpled and faulted, but consid 
ering the large amount of deformation to which 
the formation has been subjected, the strata are but 
little broken.

Sink holes occur frequently on the limestone 
slopes, and several large, deep; steep-sided ones 
occur on the west side of the road 4 miles north 
east of Cascade Springs. In its contacts with 
adjoining formations the Minnekahta limestone 
presents an abrupt change in material, but no evi 
dence of unconformity. The formation is classi 
fied as probably Permian from fossils that were 
found in it in the railroad cut at the road crossing 
just 4 miles north of Minnekahta station. These 
are inconspicuous little shells, occurring abundantly 
in one of the layers and comprising Bakewellia, 
Edmondia, and Nuculana. The name "Minne 
kahta" is derived from the Indian name for the 
hot springs that issue'in Hot Brook Canyon a 
short distance east of this quadrangle, just west 
of the town of Hot Springs. The water rises in 
large volume through crevices in the limestone, 
with a temperature of 92°. Similar springs have 
their source in the limestone at Cascade.

The northern margin of the Minnekahta lime 
stone, as shown on the map, is extremely irregular, 
and erosion has left outliers of this resistant rock 
capping a number of small, flat-topped hills north 
of its main area. East of Alabaugh Canyon the 
Minnekahta limestone forms a low, elongated 
dome with steep westerly and low easterly slopes. 
The eastern slope is cut by long box canyons with 
some tendency to the development of fan-shaped 
forms, a tendency noted also to a very limited 
extent on the western slope. This slope is charac 
terized by short, steep-walled canyons, which are 
narrow where cut in the Minnekahta alone, but 
broader where the Opeche and Minnelusa forma 
tions have been reached. This broadening of the 
valley is always in the upper part, which is con 
nected with Alabaugh Canyon by a narrow notch



or gate, sometimes only a few feet in width, cut in 
the Minnekahta rocks. In some cases the divide 
between adjacent valleys has been completely cut 
through, and the headwaters of one valley have 
been captured by the stream of the other. An 
example of several interior valleys connected in 
this way occurs about 2 miles north of Cascade 
Springs, the resulting valley still draining into 
Alabaugh Canyon through one of the narrow 
notches already described. There is thus a tend 
ency to develop a drainage parallel to the strike 
of the rocks, and, at the same time, to divide the 
Minnekahta dome into two parts, the remnant of 
the western slope forming a line of low, but steep, 
hogback hills separated by narrow notches, and 
the low eastern slope changing into a hogback ridge 
by the development of an abrupt scarp on the 
west, along the summit of the dome. Further 
erosion on this steeper slope leaves only occasional 
outliers of Minnekahta rocks, capping low hills, 
formed for the most part in the Minnelusa forma 
tion. All these features are best seen between the 
head of Alabaugh Canyon and Hot Brook.

TKIASSIC (?) SYSTEM.

/Spearfish shale. The Spearfish shale, formerly 
called "Red Beds," consists of red sandy shale 
with intercalated beds of gypsum, having in all a 
thickness of about 400 feet. It outcrops across 
the northern part of the Edgemont quadrangle in 
the broad, treeless Red Valley, in which Minne 
kahta station is situated, usually presenting wide, 
bare slopes and high buttes of bright-red clay with 
snowy white gypsum in striking contrast.

The Red Valley is bordered on one side by a 
cliff here the northern slope of the Dakota hog 
back and on the other by the gently sloping 
surface of the harder underlying formation. West 
of Minnekahta it is drained by Red Canyon and 
its tributaries; east of that place, by Hot Brook and 
its tributaries. Near the eastern margin of the 
quadrangle it turns to the south and forms the 
floor of the long, narrow Alabaugh Canyon, the 
beds dipping so steeply that their .outcrop is nar 
row. South of Cascade Springs, at the southern 
point of the Cascade anticline, it widens into an 
open valley, draining to the west through a gap in 
the Dakota hogback. Here the Red Valley turns 
to the northeast over a low saddle, and forms the 
lower part of the valley drained by Sheps Canyon 
and its tributaries on the south and by a tributary 
of Fall River on the north. Except in Alabaugh 
Canyon, the Spearfish formation is intricately dis 
sected for the most part by numerous small stream 
courses. Here and there small buttes rise above 
the general level, and occasional outlying hills 
occur on the Minnekahta slope to the north. One 
of this character is seen at the northern margin of 
the quadrangle.

A series of gravel-strewn terraces occurs on the 
slope of the Spearfish formation about Bradley 
Flat, and also bordering Red Canyon. The 
gravels covering these terraces have, as usual, pro 
tected the underlying rocks from erosion to a 
greater or less extent.

The Spearfish formation is composed almost 
entirely of sandy red shale, generally thin bedded 
and without special features except the gypsum, 
which occurs in beds at various horizons, some 
times extending continuously over wide areas. 
Throughout the formation there are small veins 
of gypsunT due to secondary deposition. The 
principal bed of gypsum, which is continuous over 
a large area, lies about 80 feet above the base of 
the formation, and has a thickness varying from 
10 to 20 feet.

The formation has not yielded fossils in this 
vicinity,. except a few fragments of fish scales 'of 
indeterminate genus, but it has been regarded as 
Triassic because it lies unconformably beneath 
marine Jurassic deposits and is underlain by the 
Minnekahta limestone, which is probably Permian.

JURASSIC SYSTEM.

Sundance formation. The Sundance formation 
lies unconformably on the Spearfish red beds and 
its outcrop occupies the greater portion of the slope 
which rises from the Red Valley to the crest of the 
Dakota hogback. It has a broad outcrop along 
the south side of the valley extending east and 
west of Minnekahta station. It narrows in- the 
monoclinal ridge west of Cascade Spring, but

spreads out again in the anticline and syncline 
southeast of Cascade Spring. A portion of the 
formation outcrops in Hell and Falls canyons, 
and its upper part is exposed in the canyon south 
of Parker Knob, in the canyon of Cheyenne River 
5 miles east of Edgemont, and again at a point 
where the river cuts across the anticline southeast 
of Cascade Springs.

The formation comprises a series of shales and 
sandstones, the order and character of which vary 
but little from place to place, At the top are 100 
feet or more of dark greenish-gray shales, usually 
including thin layers of limestone which are highly 
fossiliferous. Next below are soft sandstones and 
sandy shales of reddish color, usually having a 
thickness of from 30 to 50 feet. These are under 
lain by about 40 feet of buff sandstone, including 
a prominent layer, about 25 feet thick, at its base. 
The latter is underlain by dark shales which have 
an average thickness of about 60 feet and which 
are separated from the Spearfish red beds by mas 
sive, buff to bright-red sandstone. The thickness 
of the formation averages about 300 feet through 
out,

A typical section of the Sundance beds at the 
high red bluff 2 miles northwest of Minnekahta 
station is as follows:

Section of /Sundance formation near Minnekahta station, 
South Dakota.

Feet.
Morrison shale at top. 
Limestone with many fossils.................. 8
Buff to gray sandstone........................ 5
Dark-grayish-green shales, with thin fossilif 

erous layers, and a 4-foot bed of buff sand 
stone near its base.......................... 100

Red sandstones, mostly soft, partly massive,
with a thin mass of gray shales in middle.. 75 

Pale-greenish-buff, thin-bedded sandstone, 
ripple-marked ............ ................. 10

Pale-grayish-green shales..................... 10
Buff sandstone, flaggy and ripple-marked 

above, massive below ..................... 35
Fissile gray shale............................. 45
Red sandstone, coarse, massive, fossiliferous.. 20 
Buff, brown, and red sandstones, thin-bedded 

above, lying unconformably on Spearflsh 
red beds.................................... 5

Total.............. 308

The dark shales of the upper portion of the 
formation are soft, but are usually distinctly lami 
nated and their limestone layers are highly fos 
siliferous. Many impressions of distinctive shells 
are found, and some layers contain large numbers 
of a very characteristic cigar-shaped fossil, Belem- 
nites densus. The fossils vary in size from an 
inch, or less, to 4 inches, have a dark color, are 
hard and heavy, and exhibit a radiated structure 
when seen in transverse section. They often 
weather out in considerable numbers on the hill 
slopes, or occur scattered in slabs of limestone. 
The reddish sandstones of the middle of the forma 
tion are usually soft and of a dull-red color, 
merging into soft, impure, buff sandstones below. 
The sandstone in the lower part of the formation is 
the most prominent feature in the outcrops along 
the south side of the Red Valley east and west of 
Minnekahta, its presence usually being marked by 
a distinct bench and a precipitous ledge in the 
general shaly slope. There are also frequent out 
liers of it in low buttes. Part of the rock is 
massive, but some is slabby and presents finely 
developed ripple marks, indicating that it was 
deposited in shallow waters. It varies from fine 
to coarse grain. Fossils occur in it sparingly; the 
most common being a distinctive crinoid known 
as Pentaerinoides aristicm. The lower shales are 
similar to the upper ones, but are ordinarily of 
slightly harder texture and of much less thickness, 
being 60 feet thick near Craven ranch, 45 feet 
near Minnekahta, 60 feet near Cascade Springs, 
and 55 feet in Sheps Canyon.

The basal red sandstone is found throughout 
the exposures in the Edgemont quadrangle, but it 
varies considerably in thickness. It is often 
bright red and is very massive, so that it gives 
rise to prominent cliffs that rise above slopes on the 
red Spearfish shales. Some notable exposures of 
this sandstone occur in the section given above, 
about 2 miles northwest of Minnekahta station, and 
again on the west side of Red Canyon, a mile north 
east of Craven ranch. In both of these exposures 
the bright-red color is conspicuous. The sandstone 
contains a few fossil shells of distinctive Jurassic 
species, and there is a marked erosional unconform 
ity between it and the underlying Spearfish shale. 
East of Minnekahta for some distance the basal

red sandstone seems to thin out almost entirely ̂ 
but it reappears in considerable prominence north 
of Cascade Springs and on the east side of the 
Red Valley northeast of Cascade Springs, where 
its color is mostly light buff. Near Sheps Canyon 
its thickness is 45 feet.

In Falls Canyon and Hell Canyon the greater 
portion of the formation is exhibited, including 
the red rocks in the lower half. In Hell Canyon 
the upper shales, a hundred feet or more thick, are 
overlain by 10 feet of soft sandstone and 10 feet of 
shales, red at the top, which give place abruptly 
to the Unkpapa sandstone. In the deep boring at 
Edgemont the upper shales of the Sundance for 
mation appear to extend from a depth of 802 to 
957 feet, showing a thickness of 155 feet. The 
underlying red sandy shales are 20 feet thick, the 
massive buff sandstone is 35 feet thick, with its base 
at a depth of 1012 feet, and thence to the bottom 
of the well, at 1125 feet, are dark shales of the 
basal member of the formation, indicating that 
the lower shales increase considerably in thickness 
toward the south.

Unkpapa sandstone. The Unkpapa sandstone is 
a massive, fine-grained deposit of remarkably uni 
form texture, varying in color from white to purple 
and buff, and always clearly separable both from 
the Sundance shales below and from the Lakota 
sandstone which usually overlies it. It appears to 
be less distinctly separated from the Morrison shales 
which overlap it from the west. Its greatest devel 
opment in the Black Hills region is in the hogback 
east of Hot Springs and Cascade Springs, where 
the brilliant pink, purple, and pure white exposures 
are very striking. The greatest thickness, 225 feet, 
is in Sheps Canyon east of Cascade Springs.

The Unkpapa sandstone outcrops along the east 
side of the monoclinal ridge just west of Cascade 
Springs and underlies the plateau to the west. 
Near Cascade Springs it is about 100 feet thick, 
and it gradually decreases in thickness westward. 
It outcrops along the northern edge of the plateau, 
giving rise to a small shelf at some points. It is 
exposed along the slopes of Falls and Hell canyons, 
and its westernmost exposure is in the canyon south 
of Parker Peak. It has a thickness of over 80 feet 
in Falls Canyon, and of 30 feet in Hell Canyon, 
comprising the usual white sandstone at the top 
and 10 feet of pale-pink, massive, fine-grained 
sandstone below, sharply separated from the under 
lying Sundance beds. One of the finest exposures 
of the formation is in a small canyon 2i miles 
south by west of Jones station, where over 100 feet 
are exhibited, of which the upper half is white and 
the lower half a deep pink. The rock is fine, 
even grained, and massively bedded. In this ridge 
and eastward the Lakota sandstone lies directly on 
the Unkpapa sandstone, the Morrison formation 
disappearing east of Falls Canyon. Between the 
two sandstones there is a strongly marked uncon 
formity representing an erosion interval in which 
there was a land surface during deposition elsewhere 
of the Morrison. The plane of unconformity is 
irregular in contour, with local channels, and is 
plainly exhibited by the contact between the coarse, 
cross-bedded, buff sandstone above and the fine 
grained, massive, pure white sandstone of the upper 
Unkpapa beds below. This contact is exposed in 
the ridges east and southeast of Cascade Springs, 
particularly at the one point in a high cliff that 
can be seen for many miles to the west. It is also 
exhibited at intervals northwest of Cascade. Pos 
sibly the Unkpapa sandstone originally extended 
farther westward and its western extension has been 
removed by erosion, but more likely it is a local 
beach deposit of latest Jurassic or earliest Creta 
ceous times. No fossils have been found in it, but 
from its association with the Sundance beds and 
the apparent conformity between them, it is provi 
sionally classed with the Jurassic.

CEETACEOUS SYSTEM.

Morrison formation. The Morrison formation 
consists of massive shales, or hard clays, mainly of 
light-gray or pale-greenish-gray color, but gener 
ally in part also red or maroon, with occasional 
layers of fine-grained, white sandstone. This for 
mation usually is prominent in the Black Hills 
uplift, but is absent in the southeastern portion of 
the region. West of Minnekahta it has a thick 
ness of 100 feet or more, but eastward, in the east 
ern portion of the plateau northwest of Cascade

Springs, it thins out and disappears, the Lakota 
sandstone lying directly on the Unkpapa sand 
stone in the ridge just west of Cascade Springs and 
in the region farther south and east. The Morrison 
shale is exposed in the upper part of the slope 
at the base of the cliffs of Lakota sandstone in 
the northern face of the hogback westward. As 
the dip is low and the formations are relatively thin, 
the outcrop is somewhat irregular, extending far 
northward up the points of the ridges, and south 
ward down the canyons which cross the ridge, 
notably in the plateau southeast of Minnekahta. 
The formation is exposed in Hell and Falls can 
yons and in the canyon south of Parker Peak, 
lying on the Unkpapa sandstone. In Hell Can 
yon the formation extends to within about a mile 
of Cheyenne River, and, although varying in 
thickness and character, consists mainly of gray 
and red sandy clay. On the west side of Falls 
Canyon the Unkpapa sandstone is overlain by 
60 feet of shale, greenish at base, darker above, 
and light green and maroon in its upper portion, 
but on the east side it thins rapidly to about 20 
feet. There are also small exposures in Chilson 
Canyon a mile southeast of Chilson, and in the 
heads of branches of Bennett Canyon, where it 
is pale-greenish, massive clay, with thin, white, 
fine sandstone layers 3 to 10 inches thick. It is 
also cut through by Cheyenne River east of Edge 
mont. In an exposure in Red Canyon just west 
of Craven's ranch, where the formation is 80 feet 
thick, there is, at its base, a thin layer of limestone 
filled with remains of fresh-water alga3. In the 
well at Edgemont the formation appears to extend 
from 652 to 802 feet, a distance of 150 feet, 
including a thin limestone bed at 705 feet and 
some "soft white beds" at its base.

In the western part of the quadrangle the Mor 
rison shale is distinctly separated from the Sun- 
dance formation, and in the eastern part from the 
Unkpapa sandstone, by an abrupt change in char 
acter and material, but there is no evidence of 
erosional unconformity. The character of the 
material and the occurrence of bones and of fresh 
water mollusks in it in various portions of the 
Black Hills indicate that the shales are of fresh 
water origin. In the northern Black Hills the 
shales have been designated the Atlantosaurus 
formation and the Beulah shales, and in central 
Wyoming they have been called the Como beds, 
and there is good evidence that these are precisely 
equivalent to the Morrison formation of the Den 
ver, Colo., region. As this formation appears 
to be equivalent to a portion of the Comanche 
series in northwestern Oklahoma and southeastern 
Colorado, it is classed in the Cretaceous.

Lakota formation. The Lakota sandstone, con 
sisting of a series of hard beds, usually from 200 to 
350 feet thick, is prominent in the hogback and 
the plateau bordering the Red Valley. Its outcrop 
crosses the northeastern third of the quadrangle in 
a belt passing south of Minnekahta, where, owing 
to low dips and the removal of the overlying 
Dakota sandstone, the Lakota is broadly exposed 
in high, smooth-topped ridges sloping south 
ward. On approaching Cascade Springs, where 
the dips steepen, it gives rise to a narrow hogback 
and passes, in a hook-shaped course, around the 
point of the anticline. A few miles below Edge 
mont, and again south of Cascade Springs, Cheyenne 
River has cut high-walled gorges in it. Chilson, 
Hell, and Falls canyons also cut through it and 
trench more or less deeply into underlying for 
mations.

The Lakota formation is composed of hard, 
coarse-grained, mostly cross-bedded and massive 
sandstone, with occasional thin partings of shale. 
Streaks of conglomerate often appear, especially in 
its lower portion. Small basins of coal occur in it 
east and north of Edgemont. In the eastern por 
tion of the quadrangle the formation lies uncon 
formably on the Unkpapa sandstone; to the west 
it abruptly overlies the Morrison shales without 
transition beds, but does not present other evidence 
of unconformity. There are frequent local varia 
tions in character, but the general features are 
constant. The thickness varies considerably, but 
within moderate limits. In the gorge at Cascade 
Springs 275 feet of nearly vertical sandstone beds 
were measured, but the precise upper limit is not 
clear. In Falls Canyon the lower beds include 
massive buff sandstone with few shale partings



and a mass of gray fire clay overlain by heavy 
beds of light-buff, coarse-grained, cross-bedded 
sandstone. The lower portion of the formation 
often includes considerable dark shale, as in Hell 
Canyon and especially in the region a few miles 
southwest of Minnekahta. On the north side of 
Red Canyon the basal series comprises massive, 
cross-bedded sandstones lying on a few feet of car 
bonaceous shales with some coal, and overlain at 
one place by a 30-foot deposit of massive greenish 
shale, which resembles the Morrison formation in 
appearance, but which grades laterally into soft 
buff sandstone. The overlying beds are of the 
usual character. West of Red Canyon the upper 
most member is a massive sandstone of light color, 
which weathers into rounded forms and gives rise 
to a shelf of considerable width west of Craven's 
ranch. In this region the thickness of the forma 
tion diminishes in places, and at one point in the 
East Fork of Bennett Canyon is only 180 feet. In 
Pass Creek Canyon also the formation thins con 
siderably and presents in its lower portion a 50-foot 
ledge of massive, cross-bedded, buff sandstone 
lying on 50 feet of carbonaceous shale which 
grades down into gray shales with sandstone inter 
calations that extend to the Morrison contact.

In the gorge cut by Cheyenne River across the 
anticline east of Edgemont the Lakota formation, 
lying on Morrison shales, is exposed in its entire 
thickness. The beds rise on the west side of the 
arch and, with a dip of 5°, comprise at the top 100 
feet or more of massive, white to pale-buff, fine 
grained sandstone, 40 feet of slabby sandstone and 
shale, 40 feet of massive, light-gray, fine-grained 
sandstone, 10 feet of shaly and thin-bedded sand 
stone, and 30 feet or more of massive, white to 
dirty gray sandstone. In Chilson Canyon the for 
mation appears to be of greatly increased thickness, 
measuring over 500 feet, but this may be partly 
due to landslides in the deeper portion of the 
canyon, by which the basal beds have slipped 
down over the Morrison shale.

At a coal prospect 4i miles east of Edgemont, 
on Cheyenne River, on the north side of the first 
large bend, the coal occurs 250 feet above the river, 
or about 200 feet above the base of the forma 
tion, between layers of massive white sandstone. 
One and one-half miles farther down the river, 
also on the north side, there is a 3-foot bed of 
poor coal 90 feet above the river and 65 feet above 
the base of the formation. At the mine around 
the next bend, in sec. 24, there is a coal bed which 
has a thickness of 5 feet for some distance, but 
thins out eastward. It is about 30 feet above the 
river and lies between two heavy beds of massive 
white sandstone, of which the upper is ^25 feet 
thick and is overlain by 50 feet of thinner bedded, 
light-colored sandstones capped by terrace materials.

The Lakota sandstone was pierced by the borings 
at Edgemont and appears to extend from 430 to 
652 feet, a thickness of 222 feet. A characteristic 
feature of the Lakota sandstone is the occurrence 
of numerous fossil vegetal remains. Large num 
bers of cycads have been found in its middle beds 
west of Payne and Arnold's ranch (see fig. 8, 
illustration sheet); petrified tree trunks are also 
of frequent occurrence. One of these, near the 
cycad locality above referred to, is shown in fig. 7 
of the illustration sheet. They are abundant in 
the wide plateau of Lakota sandstone extending 
east of Parker Peak. On the evidence of its fossil 
plants the Lakota formation is classed in the lower 
Cretaceous.

Minnewaste limestone. The Minnewaste lime 
stone is a formation of limited occurrence in the 
Black Hills, its principal outcrops extending from 
the vicinity of Cascade Springs to Buffalo Gap. 
A small outlying area is also found at the head of 
Bennett Canyon.

In the high ridges east of Cascade Springs 
the formation is 25 feet. thick and caps some 
plateau areas of moderate extent, but it thins 
rapidly south and west and appears not to extend 
north of Cascade Springs or west of Falls Canyon. 
It is exposed at intervals on the slopes above Tepee 
Creek with a thickness of 15 to 20 feet, is well 
exhibited on the north side of Cheyenne River east 
of Coffee Flat with a thickness of 18 feet, and is 
exposed in a gorge a mile south of Cascade Springs, 
where its thickness is 10 feet. At the head of 
Bennett Canyon there are several small areas 
in which it has a thickness of from 3 to 12 feet,

Edgemont.

and it caps some narrow ridges and slopes near the 
county line, passing beneath typical Fuson clays 
on the slopes of knobs capped by the massive red 
dish sandstone of the Dakota. Small traces of cal 
careous deposits are seen at the base of the Fuson 
formation at various points north of Edgemont, 
which doubtless represent Minnewaste limestone.

The typical rock is a nearly pure, light-gray lime 
stone presenting a uniform character throughout. 
An extended search has failed to detect any fossils 
in it, but it is known to be of lower Cretaceous age 
because it lies below the Fuson formation.

Fuson formation. The Fuson formation con 
sists of a thin sheet of clays and impure sandstone 
lying between the Dakota sandstone and the Min 
newaste limestone or the Lakota sandstone. It has 
a thickness of nearly 100 feet southeast of Cascade 
Springs, but westward it thins rapidly, varying 
from 30 to 60 feet. The predominant material is 
clay and sandy clay of gray color, with conspic 
uous maroon and purple portions. Thin beds 
of buff sandstone and one or two layers of a char 
acteristic dark-green sandstone are usually included. 
Locally the clay appears to give place in greater 
part to sandy shale with gray to purple clay part 
ings. To the east, overlying the Minnewaste lime 
stone, is a 20-foot basal bed of coarse sandstone, 
much honeycombed by weathering.

In places, as at Pass Creek, the formation consists 
largely of dark shale and gray sandy shale. Ten 
miles north of Edgemont there are 40 feet of dark, 
sandy shale in the upper part of the formation, 
lighter colored sandy shale in the middle, and dark 
shales lying on massive Lakota sandstone at the 
base. Two miles west of Craven's ranch the Dakota 
sandstone is underlain by 7 feet of dark-gray to 
black massive shale, 3 feet of light-gray clay, 6 feet 
of dark clay, 3 feet of green sandstone, 16 feet of 
dark-brown, very soft sandstone or sandy clay, 6 
feet of purplish clay, and 16 feet of light-colored, 
very sandy clay lying on typical Lakota sandstone. 
As the formation is soft as compared with adjoin 
ing sandstones and limestones, it usually lies along 
the base of Dakota sandstone cliffs and is more or 
less hidden by talus.

In the well at Edgemont the Fuson formation 
appears to extend from 250 to 430 feet, a thick 
ness of 80 feet, being reported as "shale." No 
fossils have been found in the formation in the 
Edgemont area excepting a few indeterminable 
plant fragments, but in the Hay Creek region in 
the northern hills it has yielded large numbers of 
plants of lower Cretaceous age.

Dakota sandstone. The Dakota sandstone con 
stitutes the outer slopes of the hogback and pla 
teau, being prominent in the steep rise from the 
valley underlain by the Graneros shale. In the 
region north and east of Edgemont it presents a 
regular slope to the southwest and is deeply 
notched by canyons, some of which have cut away 
portions of the formation, leaving scattered outliers. 
Southeast of Minnekahta, where the dip is south 
eastward and is very gentle, the formation extends 
far up the sloping plateau, mostly in outliers cap 
ping the narrow ridges between the deep canyons. 
One of the most conspicuous of these outlying 
masses is Parker Peak, in which the formation 
attains an altitude of 4848 feet.

The formation rarely exceeds 125 feet in thick 
ness, being about half as thick as the Lakota sand 
stone. It generally consists of hard, coarse sand 
stone from 60 to 80 feet thick, overlain by a 
thin series of purplish and thinner bedded buff 
sandstones, with a variable series of sandstones 30 
to 40 feet thick at the top. The basal member 
usually is very massive, giving rise to cliffs in 
which the jointing gives a rude palisadal effect, 
and its color on weathering is a characteristic dull 
reddish brown. Prominent exposures of this 
member occur along Red and Hell canyons, and it 
rises in a sharp, rocky hogback ridge on the west 
flank of the anticline south of Cascade Springs. 
In places it changes into thinner bedded sand 
stone, especially in its lower part, as east of the 
grindstone quarry. In the high ridge on the east 
side of Red Canyon, a short distance above the 
mouth of Craven Canyon, there are prominent 
reddish cliffs of the characteristic massive sandstone, 
30 feet thick, lying on 8 feet of softer, thinner 
bedded sandstones, underlain by 20 feet of very 
light-colored sandstone, reddish at top, which lies 
on typical Fuson purple shales. In the ridges on

either side of Chilson Canyon the formation is 
largely represented by a hard, gray to purplish-gray 
quartzite, a rock which is extensively developed in 
Parker Peak and at Flint Hill, where there are 
extensive excavations made by the Indians for 
materials for arrow heads and other implements.

South of Cascade Springs the upper bed is a 
hard sandstone 15 feet thick, underlain by 85 feet 
of thin sandstone and alternating shale and sand 
stone, at one place containing a 4-inch bed of coal.

The upper beds of the Dakota formation exposed 
under the Graneros shales in the bank of Cheyenne 
River a short distance above the mouth of Plum 
Creek are as follows: 1.0 feet of slabby brown sand 
stone; 10 feet of yellow to drab mottled clay; 10 
feet of thin-bedded, light-brown sandstone; 5 feet 
of drab shale, and 5 feet of yellow and drab shales 
lying on the massive lower member. At the coal 
prospect on the river bank 3 miles east of Edge 
mont there are, below the Graneros shales, 15 feet 
of slabby, light-colored, fine-grained sandstone, 20 
feet of dark shaly sandstone, 20 feet of massive, 
fine-grained, light-buff sandstone, and 30 feet or 
more of dark shales containing a body of very 
coaly shale near the top.

The Dakota beds at the grindstone quarry north 
of Edgemont belong in the upper member, which 
is about 45 feet thick and is overlain by Graneros 
shale and separated from the lower massive sand 
stones exposed in the adjoining canyons by 25 to 
30 feet of maroon and gray clay, with thin buff 
sandstone intercalations. The beds at the quarry 
are as follows: At the top 3 feet of buff sandstone 
with a thin parting of drab shale, 1 foot of drab 
shaly sandstone, 10 feet of massive, fine-grained, 
light-colored quarry stone, 5 feet of thin-bedded 
buff sandstones, 7 feet of massive buff sandstone, 
3 feet of thin-bedded to shaly sandstone, and 5 feet 
of slabby light-buff sandstones lying on maroon 
and gray clays. These clays somewhat resemble 
those of the Fuson beds, but they are underlain 
by typical massive sandstone of the lower Dakota, 
which rises in cliffs farther up Red Canyon.

In the region north and east of Marietta the 
upper members of the Dakota comprise thin-bedded 
sandstones underlain by drab, gray, and red to 
maroon clays, and the lower Dakota beds are in 
part thin bedded.

In the wells at Edgemont the Dakota sandstone 
appears to have been entered at a depth of 295 feet 
and to have a thickness of 55 feet.

The upper sandstone of the Dakota sandstone 
near Hot Springs has yielded fossil plants of the 
Dakota flora, of upper Cretaceous age.

Graneros shale. This shale is the lowest forma 
tion of the Benton group and is believed to be the 
precise equivalent of the Graneros shale of south 
eastern Colorado, as it lies between the Dakota 
sandstone and the Greenhorn limestone, which in 
both regions is characterized by numerous remains 
of the same species of Inoceramus. The shale is 
dark and in greater part breaks up into thin flakes. 
It contains numerous concretions, usually lens 
shaped, ranging in diameter from a few inches to 
several feet. Its thickness averages about 850 feet, 
so far as could be ascertained from several cross- 
section measurements made with rather uncertain 
dip determinations. Usually its   limits above and 
below are sharply defined, but locally, as near 
Cascade Springs, there are some basal sandy beds. 
A contact with the overlying Greenhorn limestone 
is shown in fig. 12 of the illustration sheet.

To the northwest the shale underlies the valley 
occupied by Cheyenne River and to the southeast 
some of the lower western branches of Hat Creek. 
This valley narrows as the dips steepen east of 
Edgemont, and still more on the east flank of the 
syncline east of Maitland. It is extended south 
ward beyond Rumford by the anticline west of Hat 
Creek, and its extension to the southwest up Cot- 
tonwood Valley is also due mainly tcf an anticline. 
Small outlying areas are found on the Dakota 
sandstone plateaus, notably in the high ridges 6 
miles north of Edgemont and at other points north 
east of that town, where it has been protected by 
Oligocene deposits. The formation is extensively 
exposed and its surface is generally bare of vegeta 
tion. Along Cheyenne River and Hat Creek it is 
extensively covered by alluvium, and west of Mari 
etta and near Maitland its upper portion is covered 
by dune sand. In an area of considerable size 
north of Maitland the Graneros shale is traversed

by dikes or masses of sandstone occupying fissures. 
The most extensive of these are near the road to 
Maitland as it enters the draw just south of Coffee 
Flat; others are exposed a mile farther west, in the 
east bank of the river and on the slopes above. 
Two small dikes were observed 3 miles southeast 
of Edgemont, and there is another 2 miles south of 
Cascade Springs. These dikes consist of sand 
derived from the underlying Dakota sandstone, 
which has been forced up along joint planes or in 
fissures for some distance through the lower beds 
of the shale. They vary in width from a fraction 
of an inch to more than 20 feet; and while most of 
them are short, some of the largest of the dikes 
extend several hundred yards. One of the largest, 
which is at least 20 feet wide, is shown in fig. 6 of 
the illustration sheet. The trend varies consider 
ably, but the general direction is northeast-south 
west, and some are curved. Most of them dip 
steeply, but in places the inclination is low. In 
the cliff east of Cheyenne River there are two dikes 
that cross each other, showing that one was intruded 
after the other. At some points the shale on either 
side of the dike is deflected abruptly downward for 
a few inches.

The Graneros shale outcrops for the most part 
in a broad, open trough, which on the south meets 
the overlying Greenhorn limestone in a more or less 
abrupt scarp, and on the north joins the Dakota 
slope without marked physiographic break. North 
west of the main gorge of the Cheyenne a large 
part of the shale area is occupied by the valley of 
Cheyenne River and some of its more important 
tributaries. Bordering these valleys on one or 
both sides is a well-defined series of stream ter 
races cut in the shale. These terraces are flat 
topped and are covered to a greater or less extent 
with alluvial deposits, which have protected them 
from extensive erosion; they are, however, consid 
erably dissected by minor streams, which tend to 
form long, rather open and shallow valleys follow 
ing the strike. The tendency of streams to follow 
the line of contact between a soft formation and a 
harder one beneath is seen again along the contact 
of the Graneros shale and the Dakota sandstone 
north and northwest of Edgemont.

South of the main Cheyenne gorge, where the 
rocks dip at a high angle, the Graneros shale forms 
a comparatively narrow pass in the hills, with 
drainage to the northwest and southeast. Just 
north of the pass a well-defined, short hogback 
ridge has been developed in the Graneros forma 
tion, owing to the local occurrence of sandstone in 
the steeply dipping shale. Two conical hills about 
3 miles northeast of Maitland are the result of a 
similar occurrence of sandstone.

In the eastern part of the quadrangle the 
Graneros shale does not, in general, form a simple 
trough, but presents topographic features similar to 
those developed on the Pierre shale, with broad, 
rounded ridges and open valleys. Terraces 
occur locally along the larger valleys, as west of 
Hat Creek and along Cheyenne River. In the 
triangular area of Graneros shale southwest of 
Maitland the principal topographic feature is a 
broad, irregular'ridge south of Plum Creek, trend 
ing north of east and having short drainage lines to 
the north and longer valleys to the south and east.

Greenhorn limestone. On the plains south of 
the Black Hills slopes one of the most prominent 
features is a low but distinct north-facing escarp 
ment which is due to the hard Greenhorn .lime 
stone in the middle of the Benton group. The 
escarpment is conspicuous west and south of Edge 
mont, where it presents the aspect shown in fig. 12 
of the illustration sheet. In this region the rocks 
dip mostly to the southwest at low angles and 
the formation caps a table or shelf of moderate 
height." South of Plum Creek the outcrop is 
deflected far to the south by the Hat Creek anti 
cline, and where the dips are steeper the edge of the 
limestone rises in a ridge or line of knobs which 
extend to Hat Creek southeast of Rumford. The 
escarpment is often covered by alluvium in its 
northeast corner, along Hat Creek Valley, but it 
becomes conspicuous again as the beds rise from 
the syncline east of Maitland. On the east side 
of this flexure, where the dips are steep, its course 
is again marked by a line of sharp-crested knobs of 
considerable prominence. The limestone is thin 
but persistent and is characterized by a large num 
ber of casts of Inoceramus labiatus (see fig. 11),



a fossil which is of infrequent occurrence in 
the adjoining shales. It contains a considerable 
amount of clay and some sand, and appears to 
harden on exposure. It breaks out into hard, thin, 
pale-buff slabs, covered with impressions of the 
distinctive fossil. Its thickness averages about 50 
feet, including some shaly beds in its upper por 
tion. At its base it is distinctly separated from 
the black shales of the Graneros formation, as 
shown in fig. 12, but its upper beds grade into the 
Carlile shales through 6 or 8 feet of passage beds.

The Greenhorn formation is resistant to erosion, 
and this character, together with its occurrence 
above the soft Graneros shale, has given rise to 
some of the most prominent topographic features 
south of Cheyenne River. Where the dips are 
low, broad, flat-topped mesas have been formed. 
West of Edgemont the Greenhorn mesa averages 
about two-thirds of a mile in width, while south 
east of Edgemont the average width of the broader 
part is between li and 2 miles. Along Hat 
Creek south of Maitland the mesa is generally 
narrow, and is in part covered with wind-blown 
sand. These mesas are bordered by an irregular 
cliff, frequently more or less abrupt at the top, 
where it is capped by the Greenhorn limestone, a 
large part of the slopes consisting of the underly 
ing Graneros shale. Characteristic views of these 
cliffs are shown in fig. 12 of the illustration sheet. 
The ragged margins of these tables are formed by 
the deep V-shaped embayments commonly found 
where erosion along the cliff has cut through a 
hard formation to the softer rocks beneath. With 
the general southerly dip of the rocks the cliff 
becomes gradually less prominent toward the 
south, along Cotton wood and Hat creeks, till the 
Greenhorn formation finally disappears beneath 
the valley alluvium.

Where the dips are steep the Greenhorn lime 
stone forms a sharp and much serrated hogback 
ridge, or a line of rudely pyramidal or wedge- 
shaped hills (see fig. 9, illustration sheet). There 
are two lines of hills of this character, one north 
of R-umford, extending about 9 miles northwest 
erly; the other about 2i miles east of Maitland, 
extending about 6 miles in a southeasterly direc 
tion. The western faces and the summits of these 
hills are of Greenhorn limestone, except in a few 
places, where short streams have cut through the 
limestone and exposed the, shale. The lower part 
of the eastern slope is of Graneros shale. Streams 
have cut across these ridges at a number of points.

Carlile formation. The outcrop of the Carlile 
formation, the, uppermost member of the Benton 
group, occupies a broad area west and south of 
Edgemont, but is narrow on the sides of the Hat 
Creek and Cascade anticlines. The formation con 
sists mainly of shales, with occasional thin layers of 
sandstone and sandy shales, and with numerous oval 
concretions at the top. Its thickness averages about 
450 feet, or possibly slightly more. A typical sec 
tion measured near the eastern margin of the quad 
rangle is given in the following table:

Section of Carlile formation southeast of Maitland, S. Dak.

Feet.
Niobrara chalk at top. 
Gray shale, with large buff concretions ..... 50
Gray shale................................... 70
Light-gray sandstone........................ 4
Dark-gray shale, with thin sandy layers..... 160
Sandstone................................... 2
Gray shales on Greenhorn limestone...."..... 150

436

The formation presents numerous exposures, 
except in portions of the valleys of Plains and Hat 
creeks, where it is covered by alluvium.

The Carlile merges into the Greenhorn, but the 
passage beds are thin. Fossils of typical upper 
Benton molluscan forms, including Pryonocyclas 
wyomingensis Meek, Scaphites warreni H. and M., 
Inocerqmus fragilis H. and M., and Fusus shumardi 
H. and M., occur in considerable abundance in 
some of the Carlile beds

The Carlile formation is of moderate though 
variable hardness, being more resistant than the 
Niobrara chalk but less so than the Greenhorn 
limestone. Where the formation lies nearly flat 
and the exposures are therefore most extensive, it 
is characterized by irregular groups of low, rolling 
hills separated by open valleys and surmounting 
the plateau capped by the Greenhorn limestone. 
These hills are best developed in the western half 
of the quadrangle. Where the dips are steep, as

north and east of Rumford and near the eastern 
margin of the quadrangle, the Carlile formation 
gives rise to a long, low, rounded, and inconspicu 
ous ridge, more or less broken by drainage lines 
just west of the more prominent hills in the Green 
horn limestone.

Niobrara formation. The Niobrara formation is 
a soft, shaly limestone or impure chalk, containing 
more or less clay and fine sand, and often includ 
ing thin beds of hard limestone, which consists 
of aggregations of Ostrea congesta (see fig. 11, 
illustration sheet). In unweathered exposures it 
is usually lead-gray, but weathered outcrops are 
bright yellow, and therefore conspicuous, although, 
as the rock is soft, it rarely gives rise to noticeable 
ridges. Its thickness appears to average about 200 
feet throughout. Outcrops of the rock are infre 
quent owing to the softness of the material and 
local wash on its slopes. Its outcrop extends across 
the southern middle part of the quadrangle, being 
spread out widely in the area of low dips in the 
gentle anticline in the valley of Cottonwood and 
Softwater creeks. It underlies part of Plains 
Creek Valley, is deflected south by the Hat Creek 
anticline, which it crosses just below Ardmore, and 
extends north along the east side of Hat Creek 
Valley to Bitter Creek, where it turns south in a 
narrow belt along the west side of the Cascade 
anticline.

As a rule the Mobrara chalk forms a simple, open 
valley between the Pierre shales on the one hand 
and the Carlile formation on the other. This 
valley is broadest where the rocks dip at a low 
angle and narrowest where the dips are steepest. 
The Niobrara lowland rises into the adjacent Car 
lile slopes without topographic break. The con 
tact of the Niobrara and Pierre formations, how 
ever, is generally marked by an abrupt cliff, the 
upper part of which consists of Pierre shales, the 
lower slopes being cut from the soft Niobrara 
chalk. The cliff is due to the presence of several 
resistant concretionary layers near the base of the 
Pierre shales. These harder layers are separated 
by shale, and the differential erosion of the hard and 
soft rocks has occasionally developed rude terraces 
in the upper part of the cliff. This cliff is best 
developed where the dips are low, and least where 
the dips are greatest. The absence of the cliff 
near the Niobrara-Pierre contact west of Hat 
Creek is partly accounted   for by a capping of 
gravel on the Niobrara chalk, which has made the 
rocks locally more resistant.

Near the western margin of the quadrangle, west 
of Alum Creek, a heavy deposit of terrace gravels 
on the Niobrara chalk has, to a greater or less 
extent, protected this formation from erosion, so 
that, instead of the single simple valley which else 
where characterizes the formation, there are a num 
ber of flat-topped uplands with abrupt margins 
separated by moderately open valleys. West o± 
Hat Creek the main drainage lines tend to follow 
the Niobrara trough. Between Alum Creek and 
Rumford the main drainage lines of the valley  
Softwater and Plains creeks follow very closely 
the contact between the Niobrara and Carlile for 
mations. East of Hat Creek the streams flow for 
the most part across the Niobrara trough.

Pierre shale. {The Pierre shale crosses the south 
ern portion of the Edgemont quadrangle, extending 
northward beyond Ash Creek on the east of the 
Hat Creek anticline and occupying an area of about 
150 square miles southeast of the flexure. The 
formation consists mainly of a thick mass of dark- 
bluish-gray shales, which weather light brown and 
give rise to low, rounded hills sparsely covered with 
grass and not useful for agriculture. The drainage 
lines on it, as a whole, follow a northwest^southeast 
direction. West of Hat Creek the general surface 
rises to the north of west, with the dip culminating 
near the western margin of the quadrangle in an 
irregular ridge with northeasterly trend. This 
ridge, which contains the highest elevations in the 
southern half of the quadrangle, is largely due to 
structure, and its position closely corresponds to 
the anticlinal axis of one of the minor folds.

The greatest thickness of the Pierre shale is in 
the southeast corner of the quadrangle, where nearly 
1000 feet are exposed, comprising about four-fifths 
of its total amount. In the syncline west of Ard 
more there remains a thickness of about 600 feet. 
At the base of the Pierre shale is a very characteristic 
series of black, splintery shale, 150 feet thick, which

rises in a steep slope above the Niobrara chalk low 
lands. This steep slope is conspicuous along the 
east side of Hat Creek Valley, west and south of 
the railroad from Ardmore to Provo, and about the 
head of Alum Greek and its branches. The basal 
series contains three horizons of concretions, which 
exhibit a regular sequence throughout. The lower 
ones are biscuit shaped, hard, and siliceous. Those 
in the layers next above are similar in shape and 
composition, but are traversed in many directions 
by deep cracks filled with calcite and sometimes 
containing scattered crystals of barite. Next above 
there occur> in two or three layers, large lens-shaped 
concretions of carbonate of lime of light-straw 
color, showing beautifully developed cone-in-cone 
structure. These concretions appear not to be fos- 
siliferous. At higher horizons the Pierre shale 
contains many concretions, generally of small size,, 
which break into small pyramidal fragments, which 
are scattered more or less abundantly all over the 
surface. Some of the concretions are highly fos- 
siliferous, containing distinctive fossils, of which 
the more abundant belong to the following species: 
Baculites compressus, Inoceramus sagensis, Nautilus 
dekayi, Placenticems placenta, Heteroceras nebras- 
cense, and an occasional Lucina occidentals.

TERTIARY SYSTEM.

Chadron formation. On the southern slopes of 
the Black Hills uplift there remain a few small 
outliers of sands and clays which appear to be rem 
nants of a former extensive sheet of White River 
Oligocene deposits. The occurrence, farther north 
and east, of other larger remnants having similar 
relations and containing distinctive fossils, aids in 
the correlation. In the Edgemont quadrangle 
the principal areas are on the Dakota sandstone 
ridges 6 miles north and slightly east of north of 
Edgemont, at an altitude of 4050 feet; and in the 
ridge 3 miles west of north of Minnekahta station, 
at an altitude of 4400 feet. The more doubtful 
areas are in the Red Valley at the head of Red 
Canyon, at an altitude of 3900 feet, on the ridge 
east of the grindstone quarry, and on the ridges 
north of Craven ranch, at an altitude of 4250 to 
4300 feet. The rock 6 miles north of Edgemont 
is a brown conglomeratic grit containing many 
small pebbles, capping an outlying area of Gran 
eros shale. It occupies only a few acres and pre 
sents no evidence as to whether it represents the 
Chadron or Brule formation. For convenience it 
is mapped as the former. North of Minnekahta 
the deposit at one place is a conglomerate 15 feet 
thick, lying on 2 feet of white sandstone; and there 
are also fine-grained sands, or loams, with gravel 
streaks, and apparently some fuller's earth, similar 
to that of the Chadron formation, which has been 
mined a few miles north. Possibly other gravels 
and sand deposits in the northern part of Bradley 
Flat belong to this same formation, or have been 
derived from it. In the ridge north of Craven 
the material is sand and gravel. Along the ridge 
east of the grindstone quarry there are sands and 
gravels lying on outliers of Graneros shale and 
supposed to represent the Chadron formation.

QUATERNARY SYSTEM.

Residual gravels. The oldest surficial deposits 
in this region are residual gravels, apparently rem 
nants of the basal gravels of the Chadron forma 
tion, which are but slightly removed from their 
original position. The principal areas are on the 
higher terraces in Bradley Flat and north of 
Craven, the slopes northeast of Edgemont, the 
ridges extending southwest of Edgemont, and the 
divide east of Hat Creek in the southeast cor 
ner of the quadrangle. The materials consist of 
sand and gravel, mostly in a discontinuous coating 
and varying greatly in coarseness and composition. 
Possibly in some areas they represent remnants of 
early Quaternary or late Tertiary terraces, but 
their history is not clear.

Older terrace deposits. The uplands bordering 
most of the larger valleys cut in the -softer rocks 
are marked by a series of well-defined terraces, 
representing old floors of the valleys which they 
borderland like the present alluvial flats, they are 
more or less extensively covered with sand, silt, 
and gravel. There is a further resemblance in the 
fact that these deposits are best developed along 
the larger streams and in the softer rocks. They 
are seldom found, or at least are not extensively

developed, in the narrow canyons in the harder 
rocks. The only well-defined terraces in the areas 
of the Dakota and Lakota formations, which are 
the hardest rocks of the quadrangle, occur as rela*- 
tively narrow, gravel-strewn benches at various 
levels along the valley of Cheyenne River. On 
the other hand, the soft Graneros shale has been 
extensively terraced not only by the Cheyenne but 
by its more important tributaries.

The old terraces formed by Cheyenne River in the 
Graneros shales are broad and flat and at several 
places occur as much as 2 or 3 miles from the 
river. Practically the entire width of the Grane 
ros exposure northwest of Edgemont consists of a 
series of terraces formed at successive stages by 
Cheyenne River as it cut its valley deeper and 
deeper. With the continued deepening of the 
valley of this river the previously formed alluvial 
flats have been more or less dissected by erosion, so 
that the present terraces are remnants of the old 
alluvial flats. Erosion has, at the same time, 
removed to a greater or less extent the deposits 
which originally covered the terraces.

The terraces bordering the valley of Cheyenne 
River are similar to those that occur along the other 
important streams of the quadrangle. Extensive 
terracing occurs in the Sundance and Spearfish for 
mations along Hat, Cottonwood, Craven, and Red 
Canyon creeks and their main tributaries, while less 
pronounced terracing occurs along Beaver and Pass 
creeks, Hot Brook, Sheps Canyon, and a number 
of other streams, the terraces all being developed 
in wide portions of the valleys or in the softer 
rocks.

The sand and silt covering many of these terraces 
frequently rest on a layer of gravel which forms the 
base of the alluvial deposits and outcrops around 
the margins of the terraces. Where the sand and 
silt have been removed through erosion, as on 
many of the higher terraces, nothing but gravel is 
found. These resistant gravel caps serve to protect 
the underlying soft rocks from erosion, and so tend 
to preserve the terraces. It is to such gravel caps 
that the small outliers of Graneros shales northeast 
of Edgemont owe their persistence. The gravels 
of these terraces were carried to their present posi 
tion by the streams which formed the terraces, and 
they therefore vary in character with the rocks 
through which the stream has flowed. Some of 
the terrace gravels are locally derived and are 
wholly of one kind of rock, as limestone or sand 
stone. In other cases the gravels are drawn from 
various sources and consist of mixtures of different 
rocks, among which are limestone, quartzite, sand 
stone, ironstone, quartz, chalcedony, and occasion 
ally granite. In general the terrace deposits are 
thin, though west of Edgemont they are deep 
enough to supply gravel for local use.

Well-developed terraces occur at various levels 
up to about 200 to 300 feet above the present val 
ley floors, though comparatively few are at an 
elevation of more than 150 to 200 feet.

On the Dakota sandstone slope at the northern 
margin of the quadrangle and east of Pass Creek 
there is a gravel deposit capping a small plateau 
remnant cut in Graneros shale about 400 feet above 
the nearest point on Pass Greek, but this is prob 
ably older than Quaternary. Northeast of Edge 
mont there are other deposits, in part on Graneros 
shale and in part on Dakota sandstone, which 
range in altitude from a little over 300 feet to 
about 700 feet above the flat at Edgemont, and 
which are believed, to represent Oligocene sedi 
ments, possibly rearranged in later times; but per 
haps, however, they are all of Quaternary age and 
were deposited by Cheyenne River during an early 
stage of its development.

The bowlder deposit capping the low divide just 
west of Chilson siding appears to represent an old 
channel of Chilson Creek, formed before the pres 
ent Chilson Canyon led the drainage of this valley 
to the southeastward, and is doubtless of early 
Quaternary age.

Alluvial deposits. Alluvial flats of greater or 
less extent occur along Cheyenne River and its 
branches. They are most extensive in the open 
valleys formed in the soft Graneros shales, while 
in the narrow, steep-walled gorges which the river 
has cut in the hard rocks of the Dakota and 
Lakota formations the flats are much more limited, 
both in length and in width. They are found in 
these formations, for the most part, in the bends of
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the river on the lower side of the curve, and are 
not continuous for any considerable distance.

The alluvial deposits consist of sand and silt 
with occasional layers of gravel. . A section on 
Beaver Creek near the western margin of the quad 
rangle shows 10 feet of sandy alluvium lying on 3 
feet of gravel which rests on Graneros shales.

The deposits in general are thin, seldom exceed 
ing 25 feet in thickness even where they are most 
extensively developed. On this account and 
because of the depth of the more important stream 
channels below their alluvial flats, there are frequent 
exposures of the underlying rocks along the stream 
courses, especially on the outer margins of their 
meanders.

Deposits similar to those found along Cheyenne 
River also occur to a greater or less extent along 
all the stream courses of the quadrangle. They 
are most extensively developed along the larger 
stream courses and in valleys cut in the softer 
rocks. The small streams flowing in relatively 
narrow canyons in the harder rocks have formed 
correspondingly small alluvial deposits. All the 
canyons in the hard Dakota or Lakota rocks are 
narrow, giving little room for the development of 
alluvial flats. The same thing is true of the Min 
nekahta limestone area. On the other hand, the 
more important tributaries of Cheyenne River 
which flow through the softer formations are all 
bordered by comparatively wide alluvial benches. 
Such benches are well seen in the valleys of Pass, 
Moss Agate, Cottonwood, and Hat creeks, especially 
the last. Hat Creek, next to Cheyenne River, is 
the most important stream of the quadrangle, and 
its alluvial deposits are second in width only to 
those bordering the Cheyenne. Though thin they 
average about a mile in width for that part of the 
stream that lies within the limits of the quad 
rangle. Near Ardmore they contain a considerable 
amount of wash from Oligocene and Miocene for 
mations brought down from the badlands and from 
Pine Ridge, a few miles to the south.

Excellent examples of the difference in the 
development of alluvial deposits on streams run 
ning in hard and in soft rocks are furnished by 
Chilson and Red canyons. The stream in the 
former, while flowing for the greater part of its 
length in a narrow canyon cut in the hard Dakota 
and Lakota rocks, has its headwaters in the broad 
Bradley Flat south of Minnekahta, developed in 
the much softer rocks of the Sundance formation. 
The stream from Red Canyon emerges from the 
narrow valley cut in the Dakota-Lakota hogback 
into the open alluvial flat northeast of Edgemont, 
developed in the soft Graneros shale.

One or two low terraces northwest of Edgemont 
have been included on the map with the narrow 
alluvial deposits bordering Cheyenne River. These 
terraces are only a little above the valley bottom 
bordering the river and are in reality a part of the 
alluvial floor of the valley. They are broad and 
are covered with alluvial deposits similar to those 
close to the river, the underlying rocks being 
exposed here and there along the edge of the ter 
race northeast of the river.

In the valley of Cascade Creek an unusual 
alluvial deposit occurs about one mile north of 
Cheyenne River. At this point the stream flows 
in a narrow trench which has been recently cut in 
the valley floor and which exposes the alluvial 
deposits to a depth of about 25 feet. At the top 
of. the section thus formed there are about 2 feet of 
calcareous tufa, deposited by the waters from Cas 
cade Springs; beneath the tufa are a few feet of 
horizontally bedded, light-colored clays with some 
scattered pebbles in layers; while the lower part 
of the cliff is composed of a dark-gray, fine-grained 
clay which exhibits a vertical columnar structure 
resembling that seen in cliffs of loess.

Dune sand Wind-blown sand, derived mainly 
from the recent alluvial deposits of the flats border 
ing Cheyenne River, and probably also in part 
from the older terrace deposits, occurs at a number 
of points, the chief of which are as follows: North 
west of Moss Agate Creek, north and south of 
Edgemont, and bordering Hat Creek in the neigh 
borhood of Maitland. The last occurrence extends 
nearly 6 miles south of Cheyenne River. The 
sands have been spread irregularly over the 
uplands by the prevailing northwesterly winds. 
These wind-blown deposits, though comparatively 
thin, exhibit typical sand-hill topography, with 
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well-defined dunes and blow-outs, especially west 
of Moss Agate Creek, north of Edgemont, and 
northeast of Maitland.

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY.

Structure of the Black Hills uplift. The Black 
Hills uplift, if not eroded, would present an irreg 
ular dome at the northern end of the anticlinal

axis which extends northward from the Laramie 
Range of the Rocky Mountains (see fig. 1). The 
dome is elongated to the south and northwest, has 
steep slopes on the sides, is nearly flat on top, and 
is subordinately fluted to a minor extent. The 
greatest vertical displacement of the strata, as indi 
cated by the height at which the granite floor is 
now found, amounts to about 9000 feet. The

subordinate flexures in the dome are mainly along 
the eastern side of the uplift, the most notable ones 
being in the ridge of Minnekahta limestone just 
west of Hot Springs, which may be regarded as a 
bifurcation of the southern edge of the dome. 
Another anticline of considerable prominence 
occurs 3 miles east of Hot Springs. The subor 
dinate flexures are characterized by steeper dips

Scale
20 Miles

FIG. 1. Black Hills uplift represented by contours on the surface of Minnekahta limestone. Where the Minnekahta limestone has been removed by erosion the calculated position of the 
contours is shown by broken lines. Long dashes indicate areas from which Minnekahta and overlying formations have been eroded; short dashes, areas from which all sedimentary 
rocks have been removed. Contour interval, 250 feet.

B, Bear Butte; B B, Black Butte; B L, Bearlodge Range; C, Crook Mountain; C P, Crow Peak; D, Deadwood; D T, Devils Tower; E, Elkhorn Ridge; EM, Edgemont; G, Green Mountain; H, Harney Peak; H S, Hot Springs; iN.Inyankara
Mountain; M B, Little Missouri Buttes; N, Nigger Hill; N C, Newcastle; O L, Oelrichs; o W, Old Woman Creek; R, Rapid; S, Sundance; S T, Sturgis.
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on their western side and gentler dips to the east. 
They merge into the general dome to the north 
and run out with declining pitch to the south. 
On the western side of the main uplift there is a 
marked local steepening of dips and at the north 
an abrupt deflection of the dome to the northwest, 
which is one of its most notable irregularities. 
To the south the dome is separated from a small 
local anticline, which is the extension of the Lara- 
mie Range uplift, by a shallow syncline extending 
northwest and southeast. In the northern Black 
Hills there are numerous local domes and flexures, 
due mainly to laccolithic igneous intrusions, of 
which the most prominent is that of the Bearlodge 
Range, but no similar features are indicated by 
the structure of the southern hills.

Faults are of rare occurrence, and none have 
been detected which amount to more than a few feet 
of vertical displacement, except where some of 
the igneous masses have dislocated the strata and 
elevated them unevenly.

Structure sections. The sections on the struc 
ture-section sheet represent the strata as they 
would appear in the sides of a deep trench cut 
across the country. Their position with reference 
to the map is on the line at the upper edge of the 
blank space. The vertical and horizontal scales 
are the same, so that the actual form and slope of 
the land and the actual but generalized relations 
of the rocks are shown, the structure where buried 
being inferred from the position of the strata 
observed at the surface.

Structure of the Edgemont quadrangle.   The 
principal structural features of this quadrangle are 
illustrated by the five structure sections on the struc 
ture-section sheet. Under the plains in the south 
western portion of the area, the strata lie in gentle 
undulations, but to the east and north they extend 
high on the southern slopes of the Black Hills 
dome, rising about 5000 feet in all from south to 
north. While there is a general slope to the south 
and southwest off the dome, it is traversed by 
anticlines pitching southward. The most promi 
nent of these passes near Cascade Springs, where it 
is very steep; another less prominent one extends 
far to the south, up the valley of Hat Creek, while 
a small anticline extends up the valley of Cotton- 
wood Creek southwest of Edgemont. In fig. 2 is 
shown the contour of the principal structural fea 
tures of the Edgemont and Oelrichs quadrangles. 
The lines represent the altitude of the surface of 
the Dakota sandstone, which is supposed to be 
restored in the north-central portion of the area, 
from which it has been removed by erosion.

It will be seen from this diagram that in the Edge 
mont quadrangle there is a gradual rise of the strata 
from south to north and northeast. The greatest rise 
is near the northeast corner of the area. The uplift 
having been planed off by erosion, so that the land 
slopes less steeply than the strata, the outcrop zones 
of the formations cross the quadrangle from north 
west to southeast, the oldest rocks reaching the 
surface in the northeast corner. Owing to the suc 
cession of north-south flexures by which the slope 
of the uplift is corrugated, the formations dip 
in varying directions and degrees of steepness, so 
that their rise is irregular. In a broad district 
about Edgemont and to the north and west the 
strata present regular, gentle dips to the southwest, 
the amounts varying from 100 to 200 feet to the 
mile, with marked increase up the slopes of the 
hogback range from Sheep Canyon to Pass Creek. 
On this monocline the formations from Niobrara to 
Minnelusa outcrop in regular order and present but 
few local variations in altitude, except along a 
local fault northeast of Cravens. This fault cuts 
the Spearfish and Sundance beds, trends southwest 
at right angles to the strike, and has a displace 
ment of about 70 feet, with the drop on the north 
side. South of Edgemont the formations from 
upper Graneros to Pierre are involved in a broad, 
low anticline the axis of which extends up the 
valley of Cottonwood Creek. It rises on the gen 
eral uplift, but does not appear in the Dakota sand 
stone outcrops. East and southeast of Edgemont 
the southeast-dipping monocline continues to Ard- 
more and beyond, separated from the Cottonwood 
Creek anticline by a low syncline presenting broad 
outcrops of Greenhorn, Carlile, Niobrara, and 
Pierre formations, pitching gently to the south. 
The monocline steepens rapidly 4 miles southeast 
of Edgemont, and then for several miles its slope

is marked by a sharp ridge of Greenhorn limestone, 
dipping more steeply to the west-southwest, the 
angle being 18° for some distance. It is the west 
ern side of the Chilson anticline, which may be 
regarded as the prolongation of the main axis of 
uplift of the Black Hills dome. It separates from 
the general curve of the dome near Minnekahta 
station, attains prominence in the ridge east of 
Chilson, and arches the Dakota, Graneros, Green 
horn, Carlile, Niobrara, and Pierre formations, 
causing their outcrops to extend far to the south, 
as the pitch of the flexure carries them in suc 
cession beneath the surface. Cheyenne River cuts 
across the Dakota and Lakota sandstones in 
this anticline in a deep gorge, at the western 
entrance to which the sandstones rise with a dip of 
about 5°. To the south the Dakota sandstone 
extends across the arch, but in Chilson Canyon and 
northwest of Chilson it has been widely removed 
by erosion. At Parker Peak a small outlier of 
hard Dakota sandstone remains on the crest of the 
arch. West of this knob there is a small local 
anticline, and some local steepening of dips, which 
give rise to considerable complexity of relations in 
the vicinity of Matias Peak. On the east side of 
the Chilson anticline the strata dip so gently to 
the southeast that in the region east'and southeast 
of Parker Peak the Dakota and Lakota sandstones 
are spread out broadly in a southward-sloping 
plateau, the north edge of which presents a high- 
level crest line south of the Red Valley between 
Minnekahta and Jones. To the south the beds 
east of the axis pass beneath the surface in regular
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Springs the southerly pitch of the flexure carries 
the Minnekahta limestone beneath the surface, 
and the Spearfish red beds cross the axis and 
extend northeastward to Hot Springs with gentle 
dips, so that their outcrop spreads into a typical 
red valley a mile or more in width, with -a hog 
back range on its east side. South of Cascade 
Springs the Lakota-Dakota sandstone ridge con 
tinues as a prominent feature, rising steeply above 
a Graneros shale valley. It is trenched by two 
deep gorges, and presents steep dips to the west. 
Cheyenne River crosses these formations in a deep 
gorge, south of which they soon pitch beneath 
Graneros shale. This shale area is bordered by a 
ridge and by escarpments of Greenhorn limestone, 
which are specially prominent on the west flank of 
the arch, where the dips are 20° or more to the 
west-southwest. These hogback ridges are shown 
in fig. 9 on the illustration sheet.

MINERAL RESOURCES.

SOILS.

Derivation. The soils in this region are closely 
related to the underlying rocks, from which they 
are residual products of decay and disintegration, 
except when they are formed as alluvial deposits 
in the larger valleys or are spread by winds. In 
the process of disintegration residual soil develops 
more or less rapidly on the several rocks of the 
region according to the character of the cement 
holding the particles together. Siliceous cement 
dissolves most slowly, and rocks in which it is

OELRICHS QUADRANGLE
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FIG. 2. Diagram showing contour of surface of Dakota sandstone in Edgemont and Oelrichs quadrangles. The lines 
represent altitudes above sea level and are 100 feet apart vertically.

B, Buffalo Gap; E, Edgemont; H, Hot Springs; M, Marietta; Mk, Minnekahta; Ml, Maitland; O, Oelrichs; S, Smithwick.

order, but south of Cheyenne River the anticline 
becomes narrower and the dips on the east side 
gradually change to east-southeast. There is on 
this side the Coffee Flat syncline, in which Pierre 
shale and underlying formations extend far north 
ward, which is succeeded on the east by the Cas 
cade anticline. In the Coffee Flat syncline the 
Graneros shales extend across Cheyenne River, 
which has cut a wide plain in them, known as 
Coffee Flat, and a narrow basin of Dakota sand 
stone extends northward to a point 3 miles north of 
Cascade Springs. This syncline is prolonged for 
several miles to the northeast, finally dying out in 
the Minnekahta limestone north of Hot Springs. 
The high Cascade anticline rises abruptly, pre 
senting steep dips on its western side, gentle dips 
to the east, a rapid pitch to the south, and from 
its culmination 4 miles north of Cascade Springs 
a gentle pitch to the northeast. This anticline 
extends the Minnekahta limestone fa,r to the south, 
in a high ridge with steep western slopes, in places 
cut into by canyons so as to reveal the underlying 
Opeche and Minnelusa formations. This ridge is 
flanked on the west by a red valley which trends 
north and south and which, owing to the steep 
dips, is only a few hundred yards wide. West of 
this valley rise slopes of Sundance formation to a 
steep monoclinal ridge of Lakota sandstone, the 
dip of which is vertical in places. At Cascade

present, such as quartzite and sandstones, are 
extremely durable and produce but a scanty soil. 
Calcareous cement, on the other hand, is more 
readily dissolved by water containing carbonic and 
other acids, and on its removal clay and sand 
remain, often forming a deep soil. If the calca 
reous cement is present in small proportion only, 
it is often leached out far below the surface, the 
rock retaining its form but becoming soft and 
porous, as in the case of the Minnelusa sandstone. 
If, as on the limestone plateaus, the calcareous 
material forms a greater part of the rock, the insol 
uble portions collect on the surface as a mantle, 
varying in thickness with the character of the lime 
stone, being thin where the latter is pure, but often 
very thick where the rock contains much insoluble 
matter. The amount of soil remaining on the 
rocks depends on erosion, for where there are 
slopes the erosion is often sufficient to remove the 
soil as rapidly as it forms, leaving bare rock 
surfaces. Crystalline schists and granitic rocks are 
decomposed mostly by hydration of a portion of 
their contained feldspar, and the result is usually 
a mixture of clay, quartz grains, mica, and other 
materials. Shales are disintegrated in consequence 
of changes of temperature, by frost and by water, 
thus by softening and washing giving rise to soils. 
If they are sandy, sandy soils result, and if they 
are composed of relatively pure clay, a very clayey

soil is the product. The character of the soil thus 
derived from the various geologic formations being 
known, their distribution may be approximately 
determined from the map showing the area! 
geology, which thus serves also as a soil map. It 
must be borne in mind that some of the geologic 
formations present alternations of beds of various 
materials; for instance, shales and sandstones alter 
nating with limestone. These give abrupt tran 
sitions in the character of their disintegration 
products, soils which differ widely in composition 
and agricultural capabilities occurring in narrow 
zones side by side. The only areas in which the 
boundaries between different varieties of soil do not 
coincide with the boundaries t)f the rock formations 
are in the river bottoms, in the sand dunes, in the 
areas of high-level gravels, in the smaller valleys, 
and upon steep slopes, where soils derived from 
rocks higher up the slope have washed down and 
mingled with or covered the soils derived from 
the rocks below. Soils of this class are known as 
overplaced soils, and a special map of large scale 
would be required to show their distribution.

Distribution. The portion of the Edgemont 
quadrangle which lies in the plains is underlain 
mainly by shales consisting largely of clay, but 
there are also along the valleys extensive areas 
that are covered by alluvium. The soils of the 
clay region vary somewhat with the different 
formations. Those of the Pierre shale give rise to 
a stiff gumbo, which is not only very barren in 
itself, but is acid because of decomposing pyrites, 
and is too sticky for working. It is covered with 
grass, which originally afforded an excellent pas 
turage, but in some areas it has been grazed down 
by excessive herding, and, as the soil is not rich, 
the grass will require some time to regain its former 
growth. The basal series along the margin of the 
Pierre shale is barren and sustains scarcely any 
growth. The Niobrara beds are calcareous and 
fertile, and their area, if supplied with water, 
would be highly productive. The Carlile forma 
tion gives rise to clay soils mostly, but they are 
more sandy than those of the Pierre and corre 
spondingly more easy to work. The Greenhorn 
limestone presents rocky surfaces that have but 
little soil upon them. The Graneros shales are 
mostly harder than the Pierre shale, but they are 
particularly barren and often extensively gullied.

The hogback range has a generally rocky sur 
face, with a sandy soil which supports a growth of 
grass and scattered pines. It is nearly all too high 
for irrigation, and in most seasons does not receive 
sufficient rainfall to be profitably farmed. The Red 
Valley has a barren soil, but in the southern por 
tion of Bradley Flats there is a wide area of allu 
vium in which the soil is excellent. The slopes of 
Minnekahta limestone present extensive rock out 
crops and are generally occupied by the marginal 
pine forests of the Black Hills, but on some of the 
more level plains there is a scanty but fertile soil, 
which supports a fine growth of grass. The Min 
nelusa sandstone area in the northeast comer 
of the quadrangle consists mainly of rolling hills 
with sandy soils that contain considerable lime and 
are in consequence moderately fertile. They are 
useful for grazing, but are too dry for agriculture.

It is in the wide alluvial valleys which traverse 
the shale deposits that the best soils are found, and 
there the land is level, usually well drained, and 
would be in every way adapted to agriculture if it 
were supplied with water. The largest areas are 
along Cheyenne River from Argentine to the 
mouth of the gorge 3 miles east of Edgemont. 
The river bottoms about the mouth of Plum 
Creek and Coffee Creek, the valleys of Hat 
Creek, Plains Creek, Cottonwood Creek, and 
Alum Creek, and portions of the alluvium along 
Cheyenne River are rather too sandy for culti 
vation, but there are extensive areas of sandy loam 
which are highly productive when properly culti 
vated. An irrigation ditch has been built along the 
south side of the river from the mouth of Beaver 
Creek to Edgemont, but is not in use. Along 
the foothills are numerous localities in which 
water could be stored and made available for irri 
gating flats along Cheyenne River and Hat Creek.

WATER RESOURCES.

SURFACE WATERS.

The flowing streams of the Edgemont quadrangle 
are Cheyenne River, Cascade Creek, Beaver Creek,
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and Hat Creek. Red Canyon contains a small flow 
of water near the mouth of Craven Canyon, and 
there are pools of water in other streams, especially 
Indian, Cottonwood, Moss Agate, and Pass creeks. 
Cheyenne River is a torrent during floods, but 
these occur only at long intervals. In midsummer 
its flow averages only from 10 to 15 second-feet at 
Edgemont. Along most of its course its freshet 
waters could be impounded if they were needed, 
but long and very substantial dams would be 
required to withstand the sudden heavy floods 
which follow the rains. Cascade Creek is a vigor 
ous stream which is supplied entirely by the 
springs at Cascade, where a large volume of water 
issues from the Minnekahta limestone. The water 
is warm and contains a slight amount of mineral 
matter, as is shown by the following analysis 
(given in terms of the probable combinations), 
kindly furnished by the Burlington and Missouri 
River Railroad Company:

Analysis of water from Cascade Creek, South Dakota.

Grains per 
II. S. gallon.

Sodium chloride........................... 3.97
Sodium sulphate. ............. .....^..... .29
Calcium sulphate.......................... 119.84
Calcium carbonate........ ................ 34.75
Magnesium carbonate .................... 15.68

In the flat which this stream crosses to reach 
Cheyenne River some of the water has been 
employed for irrigation with most gratifying 
results, but only a portion of its volume is utilized. 
The volume of the creek at its mouth averages 
about 25 second-feet. Hat Creek rises in Pine 
Ridge, where it is fed by numerous springs, but in 
its long flow across the arid plains north it loses 
much of its water and at its mouth is usually a 
very small stream. Beaver Creek, which empties 
into Cheyenne River south of Argentine, is a flow 
ing stream that averages about 5 second-feet dur 
ing summer.

Irrigation. On the plains adjoining the Black 
Hills there are usually long periods of drought 
in summer, so that irrigation is necessary for 
raising crops. In many of the valleys there 
are wide areas of fertile soils suitable for agricul 
ture, and to portions of them it is practicable to 
carry water for irrigation. At present only a small 
area of land is being irrigated in the Edgemont 
quadrangle. The water of Cascade Creek and to 
a small extent that of Cheyenne River north and 
northeast of Maitland are used. Several years ago 
a reservoir was constructed at the mouth of Beaver 
Creek and a canal was built along the southwest 
side of the Cheyenne Valley to Edgemont, but the 
dam was washed out and the ditch is not now in 
use. With the expectation of having water, a 
number of farmers settled on the lands covered 
by the ditch, but most of them have given up their 
farms and left the region. With the construction 
of a suitable dam. on the river and the installation 
of water storage in the many valleys and canyons 
of the region, irrigation could be practiced exten 
sively and a community of considerable size be 
supported.

UNDERGROUND WATERS.

The occurrence of underground water in the 
Edgemont quadrangle is of interest mainly in the 
plains adjoining the Black Hills, under which 
there extend several thick sheets of water-bearing 
sandstone. Receiving water from rainfall at the 
surface in the hogback range, these sandstones 
conduct it underground along the eastward dip to 
a considerable depth within a comparatively short 
distance. Where the inclination of the strata 
diminishes away from the hills, as it generally 
does, there is a wide area beneath which the 
water-bearing beds lie at a depth that is within 
reach of the well borer. As the region is semi- 
arid and the surface water often contains much 
"alkali," there is great need for underground 
waters at most places. In the columnar section 
are shown the relations of the principal water 
bearing horizons. The principal water supplies 
are to be expected in the Lakota and Dakota sand 
stones. These strata are exposed over a wide zone 
in the hogback range, where, by imbibition and 
by sinkage from streams, they receive a consider 
able proportion of the rainfall, which very slowly 
flows in the permeable sandstones completely under 
the State of South Dakota and emerges in great 
springs and general surface seepage in the outcrops 
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of Dakota and Lakota sandstones in the Missouri 
Valley in the southeast comer of the State. The 
altitude at which this water enters the beds is from 
3000 to 3500 feet above sea in greater part; it 
emerges at the surface to the east at an altitude of 
about 1200 feet, and in the intervening coun 
try its head gradually diminishes from source to 
outflow. In eastern South Dakota numerous flow 
ing wells, from 400 to 1000 feet deep, furnish large 
volumes of water from the Dakota and Lakota 
sandstones, and it is believed that this water is 
available in the region lying westward, up to the 
flanks of the Black Hills, under conditions which 
are set forth on the artesian water map of this 
folio.

The depth of the uppermost water-bearing sand 
stone beneath the surface at any point is shown by 
patterns of color, each one of which represents 
a vertical distance of 500 feet; thus one represents 
depths from 0 to 500 feet, the next from 500 to 
1000 feet, and so on. In the areas in which the 
head of water is sufficient to afford surface flow 
the pattern is printed in blue, and where a flow 
may not be expected it is printed in green. 
Unfortunately, the area of flow is relatively 
restricted, lying mostly within the immediate 
vicinity of the valley of Cheyenne River above Mari 
etta. There are also drawn on the sheet lines repre 
senting intervals of 100 feet, which show the height 
to which the underground waters may be expected 
to rise above sea, or, in other words, their head. 
These lines afford means for ascertaining how near 
the surface the water may be expected to rise in 
wells which do not afford a flow, and also the 
pressure of the water in the area of the flow. 
The depth below the surface at which water would 
stand in a well in the non-flowing area may be 
found by subtracting the altitude of head from 
the altitude of the land, shown by the brown con 
tour lines on the base map. It will be noticed 
that the altitude to which the water may be 
expected to rise increases to the west, for in that 
direction the sources of supply are very much 
higher than they are to the south, where Cheyenne 
River crosses the hogback range.

On the columnar section sheet are shown the 
formations which must be penetrated, and these 
can be recognized by their characteristics as 
described in the table and by the fossils referred to 
below. From the areal geology map can be ascer 
tained in which formation the well is started. Two 
of the most important fossils for determining the 
geologic horizon are Ostrea congesta and Inocera- 
mus labiatus (see fig. 11, illustration sheet). The 
former occurs crowded together and constitutes 
thin layers of limestone in the upper portion 
of the Niobrara chalk beds, which, although bright 
yellow when exposed on the surface, are of a pale 
blue-gray color when first brought out by the well 
boring. Inoceramus labiatus is characteristic of the 
Greenhorn limestone, which is hard and of buff 
color on the surface, as seen in the many outcrops 
in the escarpment just east of the hogback range, 
but is of dark-gray color and soft texture under 
ground. The zone of concretions and the thin 
layers of sandstone in the Carlile formation will be 
encountered by the well borer and recognized by 
their hardness and their stratigraphic relations. In 
most areas it will be necessary to bore deeply into 
the Dakota and possibly also into the Lakota 
sandstone to reach the principal water horizon.

Several wells have been bored in the Edgemont 
quadrangle. Some of these have been successful 
and others have failed to yield water.

Edgemont wells. In Edgemont and its vicinity 
a number of wells were sunk several,years ago for 
water from the Dakota sandstone. They nearly 
all obtained supplies for pumping, but, owing to 
the low level of the outcrops of the Dakota sand 
stone in the vicinity, the water did hot have suf 
ficient head to flow. The water did not prove 
satisfactory for use in locomotives, and all the wells 
except the deep one at the railroad roundhouse 
have been abandoned. ' '

The records of two wells are given in figs. 3 
and 4. One of the wells at the roundhouse, of 
which the log is given in fig. 3, has a depth of 
1125 feet, but is now filled to the depth of 700 
feet. Water of bad quality was found in the white 
sand at 295 feet and in the sandstone at 977 feet. 
Fairly good water, rising to within 60 feet of the 
surface, is now obtained from the sandstone which

begins at a depth of 509 feet. It contains 239 
grains of solid matter per gallon, of which 9.33 
grains are lime. The log appears to be a fairly 
reliable one, indicating Dakota sandstone from 295 
to 350 feet, Fuson formation 350 to 430 feet, 
Lakota formation 430 to about 652 feet, Mor- 
rison shales 652 to 802 feet, Sundance shales and 
sandstones with the characteristic red series 957

Depth in 
feet.

Graneros shale........

Dakota sandstone ....-<

Fuson formation.....

Lakota formation

325
350

497
507

601

652

Morrison formation...

Sundance formation. - 957
977

1012 £?

I 1125 HI

White sand. (Bad water.) 
Soft, white bed (?).

Shale.

WMte sand.
Soft, white bed, 10 feet.
Light-colored shale. 
Hard shale (?), 10 feet.

White sand. (Water.)

Sand white below, red above.

Shale.
Limestone, 7 feet. 
Light-colored shale.

Soft, white bed (?).

Shale.

Eed sandstone. 

Sandstone. (Bad water.)

Shale.

FIG. 3. Log of deep well at Edgeiuont, S. Dak.

Depth in 
Feet.

Graneros shale.

Sand and gravel.

Dakota sandstone.... -| 26°

Fuson formation.....

Lakota formation

Morrison formation..

Sundance formation.

460
485
505

578

618

White sand. (Water.)
Shale.
Sand rock, 10 feet.

Shale.

Sand rock, etc. 
Sand and shale. 
Sand.

White sand. 
Shale, 5 feet. 
Sand rock. (Water.)

Shale.
Sand rock, 5 feet.

Shale.

FIG. 4. Log of deep boring at the railroad Y north of Edge 
mont, S. Dak.

to 977 feet, and the bed of buff sandstone 977 to 
1012 feet, with the basal dark shales thence to 1125 
feet, which is probably not far above the top of the 
red beds of the Spearfish formation. The well at 
the north end of the Y across the river from Edge 
mont has a depth of 960 feet, and probably ends 
in Sundance shales, but the record appears not to 
be reliable in its details. Some water was found 
in the white sand at 230 feet, and in sandstones 
at 290 and 430 feet. At 578 feet a sandstone 
begins which yields a good supply of water, 
rising to within 30 feet of the surface. A thin 
sand rock at 703 feet also yields water, but its 
volume is small.

Minnekahta boring. Several years ago the Bur 
lington and Missouri River Railroad Company 
made a deep boring at Minnekahta station to 
obtain a water supply for locomotives. A depth 
of 1348 feet is said to have been attained, but no 
satisfactory amount of water was found. The log, 
which is given in fig. 5, is clearly an unreliable 
one and very unsatisfactory for the identification 
of the geologic formations. No clue is given as to 
the location of the Minnekahta formation, which 
should be expected to begin at about 300 feet 
below the surface. The red sands from 743 to 
908 feet are doubtless in the Minnelusa formation. 
At a depth of 1348 feet the boring should be near 
the granite or schist bed rock, for the thickness of 
the formations from the middle of the Spearfish 
to the base of the Cambrian is not much more than 
this in the surface exposures in the region to the 
north. The references to gypsum at various depths 
in the boring are mistakes as to the identity of the 
material, excepting those near the top. It is to be 
deeply regretted that the log is not more accurate,

for it could have thrown important light on the 
stratigraphy.

Depth in 
Feet.

428
443

538
558
581

1082

1105

1232

1284
1807
1325
1348

Soil and gravel. 
Gypsum (?) 
Sandstone. 
Gypsum (?)

Eed gypsum (?)

White gypsum (?)

Eed sand.

Flint. 
Eed rock. 
White gypsum ?

Eed sand.

Quartzite. 
Eed sand.

Limestone (?) 
Blue sand rock.
Limestone (?) 
Sand rock ?

Gypsum ?

Eed sands.

Gypsum ?

White sand. 

Marble. 

Gypsum Y

Bed shale ?

Pebble rock. 
Pyrites (?),8feet. 
Black gypsum (?) 
Crystalline gypsum ? 
Eed sand. 
White sand.

FIG. 5. Log of deep boring at Minnekahta, S. Dak.

Ardmore boring. At Ardmore, on the Burling 
ton and Missouri River Railroad, near the southern 
border of the quadrangle, the railroad company has 
made a boring to a depth of 1500 feet without 
obtaining water. The hole is entirely in shale, 
except about 40 feet of white sand containing thin 
partings of black shale. This boring begins just 
about at the top of the Niobrara formation, and 
apparently penetrates very nearly to the Dakota 
sandstone, the sandstone bed reported probably 
being in the lower Graneros shales. As Ardmore 
is at an altitude of 3557 feet and the water-bearing 
Dakota sandstone outcrops about Edgemont are at 
an altitude of 3400 feet, there is no possibility of 
a flow at the former place, but probably a supply 
of water for pumping could be obtained by deep 
ening the boring into the the Dakota sandstone. 
The estimated altitude to which the water would 
rise in such a well is about 3450 feet.

Argentine well. This station is a water-tank 
siding on the Burlington and Missouri River Rail 
road, in the northwest corner of the quadrangle. 
The well is on the south side of Pass Creek, a short 
distance west. It is a flowing well 550 feet deep, 
yielding a fairly large volume of water, but of a 
quality not satisfactory for locomotives, as the fol 
lowing analysis will show (the probable combi 
nations of the components are given):

Analysis of artesian water from Argentine, S. Dak.

Grains per 
U. S. gallon.

Sodium sulphate.......................... 39.90
Potassium sulphate........................ .90
Calcium sulphate........ ................. 4.20
Calcium carbonate.... .................... 6.00
Magnesium carbonate..................... 4.00
Alumina and iron oxide..... ............. .05
Silica...................................... .19

Total solids................................ 55.24
Organic matter............................ .55

This analysis was furnished by the railroad com 
pany. The log of the boring was not obtainable. 
The well begins in Graneros shale and undoubt 
edly obtains its water supply from the Lakota 
sandstone, which outcrops in the high ridge to the 
east.

COAL.

The Lakota formation contains local coal basins, 
but no large amount of coal has been found in 
any of them. The principal openings have been 
made on the north bank of Cheyenne River, in 
the NW. i of NE. 4 sec. 24, T. 9 S., R. 3 E., 
where there are two tunnels 75 feet or more in 
length about 30 feet above the river, from which a 
small supply of coal has been obtained. The bed 
is 5 feet thick for some distance, but it averages 
much less. It thins out to the east and gives place 
to sandstone, as may be plainly seen in the bluffs 
below the river", and it grades into very coaly shale 
to the northwest. The mine product was in part 
light-weight bituminous coal of good quality,



containing thin, bony layers, and only' a moderate 
amount of pyrite. To the east only a trace of coal 
was found in the Lakota formation, but to the north 
there are occasional thin bodies of coal and consid 
erable coaly shale in the river gorge. In Craven 
Canyon there was at one time a small mine, and 
there was also a small production from Coal Canyon.

GYPSUM.

The Spearfish red beds carry deposits of gypsum 
(hydrous sulphate of lime) throughout their extent, 
and often the mineral occurs in very thick beds. 
These are remarkably pure, and if nearer to mar 
ket the deposits would be of considerable value for 
the production of plaster of Paris. The only com 
mercial operations so far have been at Hot Springs 
where the mineral has been quarried to a moderate 
extent. The gypsum is calcined to drive off the 
chemically combined water and is then ground and 
packed in barrels for shipment. In the Edge- 
mont quadrangle the principal bed of gypsum 
occurs about 80 feet above the base of the Spear- 
fish formation, and is continuous throughout, with 
a thickness of 25 feet at many places. It is 
exposed extensively in the Red Valley northwest, 
north, and east of Minnekahta, exteiids down Ala- 
baugh Canyon, where it dips very steeply to the 
west, is spread out widely southeast of Cascade

Springs, and passes northward up the valley east of 
the anticline to Hot Springs.

The following is an analysis of a typical gypsum 
from south of Hot Springs. It was made by Mr. 
Steiger in the laboratory of the United States 
Geological Survey.
Analysis of gypsum from near Cascade Springs, South

Dakota.
Per cent.

Lime (CaO)................................. 32.44
Magnesia (MgO) .......................... .33
Alumina (A12 O 3)........................... .12
Silica (SiO,)................................ .10
Sulphur trioxide (SO,)..................... 45.45
Carbon dioxide (CO.)...................... .85
Water (H,O)............................... 20.80

Total ............................... 100.09

BUILDING STONE.

No building stone, so far as known, is now being 
quarried in the Edgemont quadrangle, although 
Dakota sandstone has been used in several build 
ings in Edgemont and Cascade Springs, and there 
are a number of quarries a few miles east of the 
quadrangle. Of the rocks available, the Dakota 
and Lakota sandstones are best adapted for build 
ing purposes. Though ranging from a soft sand 
stone to a hard quartzite, they are for the most 
part only moderately hard. The beds are massive, 
easily worked when freshly exposed, and read 
ily accessible. The colors, which are mostly per

manent, vary from pale gray or nearly white to 
buff and occasionally reddish. The amount avail 
able is large, but its extensive occurrence else 
where, as a rim entirely surrounding the Black 
Hills, and at numerous points along the Rocky 
Mountain front and in the Great Plains region, 
together with the expense of long-distance ship 
ments, restricts its use largely to local purposes.

The Unkpapa sandstone, which has also been 
quarried in the Oelrichs quadrangle, is extensively 
represented in this quadrangle. The rock is mass 
ive, fine grained, and easily dressed, but is rather 
soft. It is usually characterized by delicate colors. 
Some of the beds are buff, gray, or nearly white, 
in solid colors; others are banded or mottled, with 
red, gray, buff, purple, and other tints. One bed 
on the east side of Sheps Canyon appears a daz 
zling white at a distance, but near at hand is seen 
to be tinted a delicate pink.

In addition to these rocks, some of the buff 
slabby sandstones in the lower part of the Sun- 
dance formation might prove serviceable locally 
for building purposes, and in fact have been so 
used at Hot Springs, in the Oelrichs quadrangle.

GRINDSTONES.

About 3i miles north-northeast of Edgemont an 
upper member of Dakota sandstone has been quar

ried to some extent for grindstones. The product 
was not large and at present the quarry is not in 
operation, but a good supply of the stone appears 
to be available and the quality is excellent. The 
conditions for working are favorable, as the beds 
are in a high bank on the north side of Red 
Canyon, with plenty of room for the disposal of 
waste. Considerable stripping is necessary. The 
dip is to the southwest at a low angle. The 
quarry is shown in fig. 10 on the illustration 
sheet. Portions of the sandstone at the grind 
stone quarry above described are of fine uniform 
grain and of such character as to be suited for 
giving the finest edge to tools. Shipments have 
been made and the material is said to have been 
received with great favor by tool finishers and 
cutters, and some of it is entirely satisfactory for 
sharpening razors.

LIMESTONE.

Limestone for making lime and for other pur 
poses may be obtained in abundance from the 
Minnekahta formation, and the Minnewaste lime 
stone is also available for such uses in the region 
south and southeast of Cascade Springs.
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